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ÀBSTRÀCT

This study is concerned with pubric attitudes tor.¡ard the
private police ( ie. security guards) . The main concrusion

that this study draws is that most people are ambivalent or

neutral toward the private police. In addition, dissatis-
faction with the service provided by the private police re-
sults in unfavorable attitudes toward the private police
(etpp). sirnilarry, those who have experienced private po-

lice misconduct and those who have anecdotar information re-
garding the experiences of others with private porice mis-
conduct have unfavorabre ATpp. These findings were

interpreted through the use of criticar confrict theory. À

conclusion about the expranatory power of critical confrict
theory couid not be reached in this study.
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Chapter I

THE PROBLEM

rn the book, private porice, Hirary Draper asks the gues-

tion "are we threatened by private armies beyond democratic
control?" rt is a guestion which should have speciar rele-
vance for canadians because of the recent patriation of the
canadian constitution and the subsequent increase in concern
for rights and liberties. The answer to the question, how-

ever, is that v¡e do not know.

in the area of private police.
There is a lack of research

Studies done by the Centre
of criminology in Toronto have shown that the private police
outnumber the public police (¡ertries L973: iv). we arso
know that the private police handre a great deal_ of deviance
informalry outside of the criminal justice system (¡¡ettrer
1978, p.78) and that the private porice are virtuarly
unregulated in this country (stenning and cornish 197s).
where reguratory agencies exist, formal compraint procedures
are obscure and sanctions are virtuarly never used. This
situation would seem to suggest one of "potential danger".
I^Ihether our concerns are justified wirr have to be deter-
mined by research. This study then represenLs an attempt at
finding out what is going on in these private justice sys-
tems by J-ooking at the public's attitudes toward private po-
I i cemen .

1-



Apart from a short paper

no previous research has been

2

by Lester and Nagievricz ( 1980 ) ,

done on attitudes towards pri-
Stenning and Shearing to statevate police.

tha t

This has led

"there appears to have been no research undertakenin Canada or elsewhere which examines public atti-
tudes towards, and perceptions of, prilate securi-ty personnel. . .
p.92) "

(Law Reform Commission 1979,

This study then, intends to address this rack of research by

investigating the pubric's opinion of private police.

This study also presents an opportunity to examine the
expranatory power of a recent theoretical perspective in
criminology. The critical confrict perspective has emerged

essentiarry in reaction to the deficiencies perceived in the
more traditional approaches. Greenaway (1978, p.237) states
that "criticar confrict theory is the most promising among

the arternative approaches to the sociology of law and so-

cial control". Whether this is so or not must

by research. It is to this end that this study

To reiterate, this study will be exploratory in nature.
rt represents a first step at obtaining a sound base of re-
search data on which further research on the private porice
can be carried out. rt wilr attempt to make sense of the
findings theoreticarly and tentative suggestions will be of-
fered. The findings wirr be inLerpreted in terms of criti-
cal confrict theory to determine if the conceptions of the
public are consistent with such an interpretation.

be determined

is directed.



Chapter I I

REVIEW OF THE LITERÀTURE

2.1 DEFINTTION AND LEGAL POWERS

The definition of a "private" poriceman is potentiarly
very broad. one finds in the literature references to by-
Iaw enforcement of f icers , spec iar constables , ra i lway and

harbor police, campus police, crown corporation security,
contract security, armored car transport, commerciar "in-
house" security, and 1oca1 neighbourhood vigirante groups.

These private poricemen are usuarry defined by comparing

them to the pubric police. The resurting definition is usu-
ally based on one of the following dimensions:

1.

2.

)

Å.

public versus private property

public versus private places

accountability and sponsorship

peace off icer status

The definition which resurts from use of the first dimen-

sion is very simplistic. Essentiarry it states that a pub-

lic policeman is one who patrors public property whire a

private policeman is one who patrols private property. The

problem with this definition is that it sometímes reads to
artificial disÈinctions. For exampre, when v¡e compare the

3-
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railway porice from canadian pacific Railways (a privaÈe1y

owned, joint stock company incorporated under federal stat-
ute) with canadian National Railways (a government owned,

crown corporation) v¡e find the former categorized as private
police while the latter are categorized as pubric police
(Freedman and Stenning 1977).

The second definition reads armost the same as the first.
It states that a pubric poriceman is responsibre for public
places while a private policeman is responsibre for private
places. This definition is a little better than the first
because it avoids the probrem of having to determine ov¡ner-

ship of property. Freedman and stenning, however, argue

that no usefur distinction can be drawn on the basis of this
classification alone. They state that in those pub]_ic

places where the public has access as of right (ie. public
streets) a security guard, a citizen, or a public policeman

arr have the same jurisdiction (arthough not necessarily the
same powers) to enforce the law (1977).

To illustrate the third definition, steinberg defines
private police as including

"privately emploved guards, patrolmen, watchmen
and any others performing simirar functions...does
not include private detectives (emphasis add-
ed) ( 1972, p.585) . "

rn a simiLar vein, spitzer and scuIl differentiate pubric
and private police on the basis that private policing is
supported by "private" rather than "pubric" expenditures
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(corporate revenues rather than tax generated budgets).
They note, however, that as corporations expand their abili-
ty to "tax" the pubric, either directry through state sub-

sidies or indirectry through administered prices, the source

of funding becomes a ress reliable differentia between pub-

lic and private police (1977).

The fourth definition tends to revolve around the issue

of whether or not the individuar has peace officer status.
À pubric policeman would have this status whire a private
poriceman wourd not. Freedman and stenning, however, state
that it is impossible to equate the terms "peace officer"
and "public porice". tt is possible in our criminar justice
system to be a peace officer for some sections of the crimi-
nar code and not others (ie. a municioar constable appoínted
for by-law enforcement is rimited to that only). we arso
run into probrems when we realize that statutes other Lhan

Police Àcts give power to appoint peace officers (ie. con-

servation officers, rairway police, harbor porice). There-

fore, use of this dimension stirl does not read to a crear
and unambiguous definition.

We can see then, that the main problem with use of these

dimensions in defining private porice is that there is con-

siderable overlap and ambiguity particularly with regard to
quasi-police forces. For ,instance, is a cNR poriceman a

private policeman because he is accountable to cN or is he a

pubric poriceman because he has peace officer status? sten-
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ning and cornish argue that when defining private police it
is better to speak of a continuum rather than publ ic/private
dichotomies. Provincial and municipal porice wourd be at
one end while contract security, armored car transport, and

"in-house" security (works exclusivery for one company)

would be at the other end. rn between would be by-law en-

forcement offi.cers, railway constables, etc. such a contin-
uum would be based on regal status where the closer one got

to the middle of the continuum, the less clear one's legaI
status would appear to be (1975).

with this continuum in mind, Freedman and stenning define
private poiice as "people involved in security or law en-
forcement, whether peace officers or private citizens,
whether pubricly or privately ernployed, and whether they
work on pubJ-ic or private property". They define public po-

lice as "peace officers whose peace officer status gives
them both the right and the duty to maintain the peace in
aIl public pIaces". Private police do not have this duty
(1977). The importance of this definition is that it does

not equate the terms "peace officer" and "public police" and

it allows us to include quasi-police forces within our defi-
nition of private police.

The public, however, probabry do not use such a broad

definition when they think of the term "private policeman".

This assumption is based essentiarly on the basis of visi-
bility. People wourd have more contact with contract secur-
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ity emproyed at such places as sports stadiums and arenas,

hospitals, airport.s, and apartment buirdings than with qua-

si-police forces such as cN police. The public, however,

would have contact with in-house security in various retail
outlets but would not arways be ayrare of this due to the
fact that this is usuarry "praincrothes" work. Therefore,
this paper is going to restrict itserf to the analysis of
the far end of stenning and cornish's continuum and concen-

trate sorely on contract security with special emphasis on

winnipeg. Private investigators, however, wirr not be con-
sidered. This is because, as Shearing et al. point out,
private investigation work appears to be a smaI1, arbeit
highly publicized, component of the total contract security
picture (1980, p.95).

A security guard can be defined as a person who, for hire
or reward, guards or patrols for the purpose of protecting
persons or property (Stenning and Corni.sh 1975, p.75).

rn canada, the powers of security personner are not spe-

cifically mentioned in the criminal code Thereforer w€

must determine them from provisions relating to the general
public. when we consider arrestr rvê find that warrants are
not issued to private security personner. To arrest without
a warrant, the security guard as a citizen can arrest anyone

he finds committing an indictable offence. rn addition, by

virtue of being an agent of an owner of property, the secur-
ity guard can arrest without warrant anyone he finds commit-
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)
ting a criminar offence (summary conviction or indictable
on or in reration to that property. only indictable or sum-

mary conviction offences under federat criminal law can be

the cause of a citizen arrest without warrant. offences un-
der provincial raws (arthough summary conviction offences),
cannot be the ceuse of such an arrest.

when we consider detentionr wê find that the security
guard can only detain someone if he rawfully arrests that
person first or if that person consents to be detained. The

suspect, however, must then be immediateJ_y turned over to a

peace officer (unless that security guard holds peace offi-
cer status). This last provision effectively limits the se-
curity guard's right to interrogate an arrested suspect (no

law actually prohibits interrogation).

on the i ssue of search and seizure r r{€ f ind that i t i s
doubtful whether security guards have a common law right to
search an arrested person. rn this arear w€ f ind consent
(whether express or impried by conduct) to be their biggest
tool. The only exception to this rure is the Federal Aero-
nauLics Àmendment Act (1973) which gives people other than
peace officers (usually contract security guards) ttre right
to search persons or property withour- a warrant and without
reasonable and probable grounds (Freedman and stenning
1977). this wourd account for Metropo|s emproyment at win-
nipeg International Airport where they routinely screen peo-
ple about to board aircraft as a condition of entry.



Regarding force, Ì.¡e find that the security
force in the course of making 1awful arrests,
fence, in defence of property, in preventing
fences, and in suppressing riots. However,

more force than is reasonable. Lethal force i
for self defence.

s allowed only

The Criminal Code does contain certain restraints which

rerate to security personnel arthough not specifically.
These are:

impersonation of police personnel

restricted, concealed, or offensive weapons

wiretapping and electronic surveillance

under section 119 of the criminal code it is a summary

conviction offence to impersonate a peace officer. This
provision prohibits security guards from portraying them-

serves as pubric police. For exampre, their uniforms cannot
resemble those used by the pubric police. In Manitoba, the
Porice Act also prohibits security guards from holding them-

selves out as performing or providing police services.

section 89(1) of the criminar code makes it a dual proce-
dure offence (crown can proceed by summary triar or by in-
dictment ) to possess a restricted lreapon Ì{ithout a registra-
tion certificate. section 87 arso makes it a duar procedure

offence to carry a concealed firearm without a permit. rn
canada, the reasons for which a person may be issued a per-

guard can use

in self de-

criminal of-
he can use no

1.

2.

?



mit by a provincial registrar (or

vincial Àttorney General) include:

10

RCMP Commissioner or pro-

to protect life
for use in connection with l-awfur profession or occu-
pation (Freedman and SLenning 1977)

Àrthough both these reasons courd apply to security guards,

we do not find many armed guards in canada. In Manitoba,
the regulatory agency estimates that 40 security guards out
of 1500 licensees are permitted to carry f irearms (rnterview
with c.Hi1l, Director of police services 27 March 19g6).

The reason for this paucity of armed guards is that the
above guidelines were intended to be restricted mainry to
peace officers or public police forces. As of Àpril 1,

1987, security guards will have to meet the same standards
at the range as the winnipeg police. when v¡e consider other
weapons we find that it is uncertain to what extent security
guards are legalry permitted to carry truncheons or other
such weapons in pubtic.

section 178.11 makes it an indictabre offence to wilfulry
intercept a private communication v¡ithout f irst obtaining
authorization from a judge. Authorization, however, is hard

to get unless you are a peace officer. Therefore, security
personnel must rely on the consent of one of the parties in-
vorved if they wish to intercept a private communication.
The Privacy Act of Manitoba also makes it a tort (ie. inva-

1.

¿.
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devicession of privacy) to use

without authorization.
electronic surveillance

Regulation at the provincial lever is suppried through
the Private rnvestigators and security Guards Àct (1970).

This Manitoba act requires that contract guards and agencies

both be licensed. Licensing, however, confers no additional
pol¡ers or legal status on the guard. In-house guards are

exempt from being licensed. Àdministration of the Iicensing
used to take place from within the responsible Ministry (et-
torney GeneraL) rather than through the pubric police. À

Registrar, who was also the Àdministrative Services Officer
for the Àttorney General's Departmentr p€rformed this regu-
latory function. As of oct.31, 1983 this task is now being
performed by Manitoba's new Director of Police Services(Free
Press Sept. 27, 1983). A registrar stirr assists and han-

dles public compraints. The only real qualification to hold
a license in Manitoba is that the guard must be at least
eighteen years of age (Stenning and Cornish 1975, p.95).

The Manitoba legisration arso requires documents to be

filed with the regulatory agency prior to any licensing de-
cision. The initial application is quite short and elicits
only basic information. rt is firled out by the agency and

sent in on the appticant's beharf. rt is accompanied by a

special affidavit which swears to the truth of the informa-
tion given to the regulatory agency and indicates criminal
record, prior refusals, suspensions, or cancellations of 1i-
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cense, and use of other names. The annual fee for a license
is fifteen dollars (rnterview with c.Hil1, Director of po-

Iice Services 27 t/¡arc]n 1986).

once an application is complete, the reguratory agency

normally undertakes an investigation of some sort to verify
the information submitted in the apprication. This investi-
gation is nothing more than a criminar record check arthough
the statutes specifically mention inquiries into the train-
ing or competence of the applicant as a separate focus of
investigation. The Director of police services reports that
when doing a security check, the registrar looks for the ex-
istence of a criminal record, the type of offence involved,
the existence of any mental ilrness, and the reputation of
the applicant. If the applicant has been convicted of an

indictable offence, the registrar checks to see if his re-
cord has been crear for five years. The licensing decision
is at the sole discretion of the registrar. If the situ-
ation warrants it, he can conduct an inquiry. His decision,
however, can be appeared to the court of eueen's Bench (rn-
terview with c.Hi1r, Director of police services 27 March

1986).

ir¡hile the appricant is waiting f or the registrar's deci-
sion as to whether or not to issue a license, he can be

granted a temporary license which is good for three months.

This temporary ricense allows him to start work right away

before being screened (stenning and cornish 197s, p.1 1 1 ) .
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beAs of April 1,

i ssued.

1 986, temporary Iicenses will no longer

rn Manitoba the statutes prohibit operating without a 1i-
cense, failure to v¡ear a uniform with appropriate fabric
patch labered "security Guard" on it whirst on duty, and

failure to carry an identification card. In addition, it is
an offence to fail to comply with the Àct. The individual
penalty for failing to do so is $1000 and/or '1 year (sten-
ning and cornish 1975, p. 120) . The regulatory agency can

arso sanction deringuent licensees by nonrenewal, suspen-

sionr or cancellation of their licenses, forfeiture of the
security bond (agency) and prosecution (on approval of the
Attorney General within one year). The grounds for such ac-
tions include conviction of an offence under ihe Àct, con-
viction of a criminal offence, untrue statement in license
application, and public interest. stenníng and cornish,
however, report that the sanctions are virtually never used

against agencies and agents.

2.2 ATTITUDES TOWARD PRIVÀTE POLICE

Having thus outlined the powers and legar reguration of
private security in Manitoba, this study now turns its at-
tention to consideration of the pubric's attitude toward

this group. in this section, the forlowing wirl be consid-
ered:
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the general public

"co-v¡orkerstt

the public police

other private police

several authors have commented on the stereotypic securi-
ty guard. steinberg tells us that the typical private guard

is an aging white ma1e, poorly educated, usually untrained,
and poorly paid (1972, p.590). The same observation has been

made by Farnell and shearing(1977) who found that the aver-
age security guard tended to be an aging male who was both
poorly paid and poorly educated. Freedman and stenning tell
us that many people appear to join private security firms as

a substitute for a career in the public porice r¡hen they
cannot¡ of can no longer, fuIfi11 the l-atter's educational
or physical requirements (1977, p.2G2).

Lipson, in his book on Guard, tells us that many security
guards cannot do physical labor or interligent labor so they
go into the security fieId. He adds that security guards

are the most unlettered, untutored, least trained, poorest
paid, and physically marginal of arr business employees. He

says we can eguate a guard with a mechanical dummy set up on

a highway to wave a red flag continuousry as a detour warn-

ing (1969, p.1 91 ) .

The media also typicarly depict the security guard as in-
ept. consider, for example, the article in the ocL.z, 1gg1

1.

2.

3.

4.

the attitude of

the attitude of

the attitude of

the attitude of
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winnipeg Free press which reported that a security guard,

working in a shopping mar1, broke the boredom of his job by

phoning in bomb threats and fire alarms against his emproy-

ers. Ànother exampre appeared in the Dec.'l 5,1994 edition of
the Free Press. rt reported that a security guard, working
in a cemetary, claimed he v¡as run down by a truck while in-
vestigating a break-in. when the winnipeg porice found him,

he was lying on the ground feigning unconsciousness. rt
later turned out that the guard had made the story up.

Kakalik and wildhorn found in their u.s. study that only
a minority of the private security respondents(40%) thought
that the public's attitude toward them was favorable. rn

addition, 43% thought the pubric was indifferent to them,

whire 7% felt that the pubric "rooked down" on security
guards (1977, Þ.196). shearing,Farnerl and stenning found

thatr âlthough 51% of their security guard respondents

thought the public believed they performed a varuabre ser-
vice, 21% still thought that the public $ras indifferent
while 17% thought the public vras condescending. Only 3%

thought that the public vras hostile to private security
guards ( '1 980 , p.220) .

Draper (1978) tells us that the sight of the security
guard uniform often instills in members of the public the
automat ic assumption that the Ì.rearer possesses a degree of
authority, povrer, and knowledge. The same observation has

been made by Mewett. He states that it is not what they are
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ofbut what they seem to be that is important in the eyes

the ordinary citizen (¡eftries 1973, p.20).

we can see then from the previous statements that there
exists a continuum of public reaction to private security
guards ranging from the stereotype of the inept guard to the
impression that he is efficient. Labor's attituder oh the
other hand, is an entirery different matter. rt is to this
that we turn to next.

when !¡e consider the attitude of the security guard,s
"co-v¡orkers" we find that generally emproyees have little
respect for contract security guards who in many cases are
paid considerably less than the employee, who have ress
knowredge about the company Lhan the emproyee and have ri+.-
tre pride in their ov¡n positions (¡ettries 1973, p.66) .

stenning and cornish tell us that because of his row wage

status, and his inevitable association with management per-
sonnel, the security guard f inds himself vrith l_ittIe or no

practical authority, respect,
workers (1975).

or credibility with other

Kakalik and $rildhorn found in their study that so% of. the
private security respondents thought that nonsecurity em-

ployees viewed them favorably, while 1o% felt that they
"looked down upon" them (1977, p.196). overall, thèse re-
spondents perceived a more favorable attitude among their
"co-workers" than among the general public.
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one wourd expect organized labor to have a negative atti-
tude when one considers the practice of strikebreaking.
weiss(1978) decrares that while municipar police ï¡ere en-
forcing urban social discipline, national private police
agencies v¡ere busy forging an industrial discipline at the
workplace

blac k1 i st S,

They did this, he tells us, by using spies,
state pol¡er, sympathetic press, and strikebreak-

ers. rn canada, it was really the RcMp (previously the
NWMP) who original-1y acted as strikebreakers. Brown and

Brown state that "by the 1930s the Mounties were the most

notorious strikebreakers in canada" ( 1 973,p.27) . private
security l¡as still involved, however, either under direct
contract to the RcMp (ie. pinkerton's) or by corlaborating
with them after being hired by employers.

Johnson states that the ner\' criminology's polemic claim
that Àmerican law serves capitalist elites makes sense for
private security. He claims this agency has taken care of
business (interests) while the public potice have taken care
of 1abor. He says the development of private security has:

1. undermined Àmerican legal order and public order gen-

eraIly
2.

3.

underscored political untouchability
bility of big business in America

1ed to disproportionate violence of
history (1976,p.95)

and irresponsi-

Àmerican labor
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The practice of strikebreaking is no ronger legar in most

of the united states. Most provinces in canada, however,

stiIl tol-erate the activities of professional strikebreaking
companies (except eritish corumbia and saskatchewan). The

Report of the strikebreakers committee of the ontario Feder-

ation of Labor and the Labor Council of Metropolitan Toronto
has documented the activities of several private security
firms. For example:

1969 Ànning rnvestigations Ltd. (owned by wackenhut)

strikeguards escort scabs through pickets at Hanes

Hosiery Ltd., Toronto;

1971 srs (security rnvestigation system) protection co.
(owned by Burns) and universar rnvestigation service Ltd.
security guards carried basebal-l bats on scab trucks
during private garbagemen strike, Ottawa;

1972 Pinkerton's of Canada

strikeguards used against International Chemical Workers

union at the DuPont prant, Kingston (zwetring 197z).

zwerring tells us that many security guards go into this
line of work because they are unqualified for anything else.
He arso reports that while working as strikeguards, their
co-v¡orkers often disdainfutly calr them "rent-a-cops". He

says

"they are hired for intimidation by companies, os-tensibly to protect property, â1tñough-nothing inthe pefformance of...security guard iorces aclingas strikeguards shows that they have succeeded iñperpetrating anything but i11-feeling, provocative
tension and mistrust (1972, p.5B)."
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when $¡e consider Lhe attitude of the pubric police to
private security we find that a great many pubric porice
forces today look upon security guards as trespassers, as a

necessary evil, and as being considerably down the scales as

far as efficiency and authority is concerned (¡ettries 1977,

p.42). such an attitude is partly a result of the practice
of many security companies not to arlow their security
guards to exercise their power of arrest and instead to rery
on the pubric police for this. This reriance on the pubric
porice reinforces the view of public porice officers as to
the inferiority and incompetence of private security person-
ner (stenning and cornish 197s, p.193). Freedman and sten-
ning tel1 us that even when security personnel arrest some-

one, the public porice want littre to do with the
prosecution (1977).

The 1977 Report of the security rndustry, as reported by

Draper, found that there is friction between private securi-
ty and law enforcement agencies. This h'as due to a rack of
mutuar respect, lack of cooperation, rack of communication,
lack of knowledge about private security on the part of the
police, and failure of the security industry to speak v¡ith a

unified voice (1978, p.1 65) . This atmosphere of distrust
and disrespect has also been noted by Eurrer (19g0).

scott and McPherson report that some raw enforcement of-
ficers think that private security guards are "gun-happy

kids", "oId men" , ,,a cab driver out to make a f ast buck in a
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is growing and no particular
skills are required" or "some criminars who figure that the
easiest lray to rob a house is to be hired to guard it"(1971
p.81) . The recent robberies in Britain (¡¡ov .26,1gg3) of g46

million in gold and in the united states (sept.14,19g3) of
g7 milrion in cash, both involving guards, lends credence to
this last observation. A not guite so spectacurar exampre
occurred in winnipeg on March 3,1993 when a security guard
was caught breaking into stores in Eaton place (winnipeg
Free Press, March 8,1983).

The view that private security are a "necessary evi1,, re-
frects the grolring awareness, on the part of the pubric po-
lice, of private security's role in crime prevention. Dra-
per(1978), Scott and Mcpherson (1971), Stenning and Cornish
(1975) have arr pointed to this ambivalent attitude. The

public porice simply do not have the manpower or resources
to respond to aII calls on private property.

Kakarik and wirdhorn found in their study that their se_

curity guards' interpretation of the typical pubric porice-
man's attitude toward private security guards was generalry
positive. only 22% felt that the pubric porice were in-
different to private security guards while 12% felt that the
public porice looked down on private personnel ( 1g77,
p.19s).
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shearing,Farnelr and stenning reach a simirar concrusion
in their study. They found that only 1% of. their security
guard respondents berieved that the police viewed them with
hostility while 10% fert that the police took a condescend-

ing attitude towards them. Ànother 11% berieved that the
police $Iere indif f erent torcards thern. overalJ-, private se-
curity guards berieve that the police view them more favora-
bry than rhe pubric (74% compared ro so%) (1990, p.202).

When we consider the attitude
find that in-house guards regard

and hold contract security guards

Commission 1979). In a similar ve

that most Security Directors of
grate the contract security indust

of other private police v¡e

themselves as specialists
in low esteem (Law Reform

in, Jeffries(1977) reports
in-house operations deni-
ry.

In a

forces,

guards.

1"

book aimed at Security nirectors of campus police
Powerl lists ten disadvantages of using contract

Three of these are:

contract guards in many cases are unmotivated, uns-

killed individuals who are working as guards because

it is the only position open to them. Others are

"police buffs" who have been rejected by municipal
and campus police departments for a variety of rea-
sons. . . .once they don a uniform they may consider
themselves "Mr.Authority"
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2. students are quick to real-ize that the uniform and

badge are onry for show, that the guard has no au-
thority and cannot rearry provide effective protec-
tion and response to probrems. students rabel them
ttrent-a-copst'

there have been increasing cases of guards invorved
in thefts and other crimes while on duty (19g1, p.21)

other problems mentioned by powerl include high turnover
rate, inadequate training and supervision, rack of knowledge

about lega1 powers, and inappropriate response to security
problems (standard response is to hire more guards).

2.3 ÀTTTTUpES TOWARp PIIELTC POLTCE

3.

Due to the paucity of

private police, we must

which has been done on

Iice. A review of the Ii
race, âg€, sex, 5es, and

research on public attitudes toward

turn our attention to the research

public attitudes toward public po-

terature reveals that the variables
previous experience are important.

The variable which has received the greatest attention in
the literature is race. Àmerican studies generarly concrude

that bracks evaluate the police more negatively than whites
do. Àrpert et aI. found that among mal-e prisoners at the
washington corrections Reception center a moderate reration-
ship between raciar status and negative attitudes toward po-
lice (erp) existed. Nonwhites were more than twice as like-
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Iy to have negative feelings for the porice than were whites
(1977 , p.467) . Race, however, v¡as rerativery unimportant
with respect to attitudes toward rawyers. Jacob found, in
his Milwaukee study, that bracks perceive the porice as more

corrupt' more unfair, more excitable, more harsh, tougher,
weaker, razíer, less interligent, less friendly, more crue1,
and more on the bad than good side than whites did (1971,

p.73). However, he cautions that one cannot predict on the
basis of race afone how favorabre or unfavorable a person's
perception of the police will- be (which perhaps suggests the
need for an intervening variable).

smith and Hawkins, in their study, found a high Ìevel of
negative feelings toward the porice among minority groups.
They argue that this was not significantly influenced by ei-
ther arrest or victimization experiences. rnstead they con-
clude that there appears to be a subcurturar antipolice view
among nonwhites of all ages (1973). support for this view
comes from Rusinko et ar. who found that positive interac-
tion with police officers among blacks did not foster the
development of positive attitudes toward porice rike it did
for whites (1978).

The race variabte in canadian studies has not received
quite the same attention as it has in the united states. rn
the one study that dealt with native ATp, skoog et aI.
(1980) posit the effect of race as intervening between soci-
o-economic status and attitudes toward the police. They de-
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scribe natives as hording considerably less favorabre atti-
tudes than a comparison group of whites drawn from winnipeg,
The Pas, and Norway House. They conclude, however, that na-
tive attitudes can be more accurately described as ambiva-
lent.

when l¡e consider the age variable in American studies we

find that, in general, there is a positive relationship be-
tween age and ÀTP. In other words, young people tend to be

less satisfied than adurts. schaefer et al. (197g) concrud-
ed that as respondents' age increased, so did their willing-
ness to accord the police more latitude in stop and frisk
situations. They arso evaluated the job being done by po-
lice more positively. smith and Hawkins feel that the young

may be more anti-porice because of the infruence of the
"youth cu1ture". They found that white youths were more

negative toward porice than their elders but that age did
not differentiate nonwhite attitudes about porice fairness
(1e73).

The evidence on the age variabre, however, is by no means

concrusive. For instance, Jacob found that age was uncorre-
lated with satisfaction with police. on the other hand,

Bouma (1972) found that antagonism toward police increased
with age. o'Brien has also pointed to the aged becoming a

dissatisfied minority with regards to police services
(1978).
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canadian studies which have looked at the age variabre
have concruded that the young rate the police more negative-
ly. Thornton (1975) posits the notion that the effect of
âgê, a structural factor, on ATp is mediated by experiential
factors such as the frequency and types of contacts with po-

lice. Klein et ê1., in a partial reprication of smith and

Hawkin's study, found that age was the most consistent
structural variable in predicting negative ÀTp (ttrey did not
investigate race however) (1978).

when we consider the sex variabre ïre find that most of
the Àmerican literature, âs summarized by Decker, reports
that sex accounts for 1ittle of the variation in ÀTp. Mor-

etz Jr. ( 1 980 ) , using a semantic di fferentiar technigue,
found that among high schooi students, mare and female views

about the police were almost congruent. À few stud.ies ex-
ist, however, which have found some effect. Bouma (1972)

found that mafe students generarry hol-d less favorable ATp

than femare students. Àn Àustralian study by chapperl et
al. also found that females had greater respect for the po-

lice than maLes ( 1 968 ) .

canadian studies which have looked at the sex variable
either report that it has no effect or that its effect is
mediated by experience with police which acts as an inter-
vening variable (ie. Thornton). courtis telrs us that

"(since) women are more conservative than men andtend to identify more with the institutions of so-ciety, one might expect that female members of our
sample wourd hord more favorable attitudes towardspolice than male members (1970, Þ.BS)."



Courtis, however, found that 7% of the
females held unfavorable attitudes which

that the sex variable is of doubtful
p,85 ) .
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males and 5% of the

Ied him to conclude

conseguence (1970,

Both Thornton and Krein et al. incorporate sex as a

structural- variable in their schemes. They state that sex

is a significant variable in determining the rating or per-
formance of local police (females more positive). They con-
crude, however, that the relative importance of this vari-
able is small when compared to the impact of police
experience itself.

Ànother variable for which the evidence is inconclusive
is socio- economic status. Derbyshire (income,education),
Bouma ( father's occupationat status ) , Jacob ( income) , and

Àrbrecht et al. (income) have arr reported a negative rera-
tionship between sEs and ÀTp (rrigtrer status, ress antago-
nism). Derbyshire stratified Los Angeles census Lracts by

income and education. From these he chose two lower crass
elementary schools and one upper middle crass erementary
school to sample from. His purpose vras to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of the "pol-iceman Bilr" program (presented to
one school in watts). By comparing pictures the schoolchil-
dren had drawn of policemen at work before and after presen-
tation of the program with those drawn by the controLs, he

concruded that the program had a positive effect. However,

children of lower crass minorities living in the inner city
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exhibited significantly more antipathy toward the porice
than youngsters living in an upper middle class area (196g,

p.1 88 ) . Derbyshire confounded his results, however, by

drawing an alr-brack sampre from vlatts and an arr-white sam-

pre from westchester (upper middle class). we do not know,

therefore, to what extent race contributes to the variation
he found.

schaefer et aI. found while examining the impact of po-

lice shows on ATP that education was the singre most impor-

tant factor. It was positively rerated to the number of po-

lice shows watched which in Lurn was related to a negative
berief about police integrity and a strong berief that po-

lice should function in a l-aw enforcement rather than ser-
vice capacity (1979).

Jacob(1971 ) found that although a negative relationship
exists between incorne and ÀTp, its expranatory power is as-
sociat.ed with "neighbourhood culture". He goes on to con-
crude that race and experience are stronger explanatory
variables. smith and Hawkins, on the other hand, found that
education, occupation, and income were not related to ATp at
all (1973).

canadian studies which have examined socio-economic sta-
tus include those done by courtis ( father's occupation ) ,

Thornton (income), and Klein et at. (education). Cour-

tis'(1970) Toronto study found anti- police sentiment high-
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est among those who came from a background characterized by

fathers who were proprietors, managers, or officiars of ei-
ther smal1 or large organízaLions. Thornton found that,
other than age and sex, famiry income appeared to be the
only other significant determinant of personal experience
with violence, the police, and negative ÀTP. Thornton's
sample, however, resulting from a mail survey with a 39% re-
sponse rate r r,ras f ound to under- represent those wi th low

formal education and income and this prevented him from ade-
guately dealing with sES as a variabre (1975). Klein et al.
found within their cargary sample that those who were at the
lowest income level were most favorabre in their ÀTp(197g).

such a finding supports Johnson's thesis, referred to earli-
€r, that the public police "take care of 1abor".

The last variabl-e vre wilr consider in this section is ex-
perience with the porice. This variabre has received a lot
of attention during the rast three decades largely through
the work of Gourrey(19s4), Bayrey and Mendelsohn (1969), and

Bordua and Tifft (1971). These investigations have shown

that those having greater personar contact with the police
generally have the reast favorable views of the police. rt
is necessary, however, to distinguish between positive and

negative contact situations. positive or voluntary contacts
involve such things as having a policeman for a friend or
reguesting information and assistance. Negative or invorun-
tary contact situations involve police enforcement of the
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law with individuals as suspects. such adversariar experi-
ences freguently provoke hostility on the part of the indi-
viduar ultimately lowering ÀTp. That it is the type of con-
tact itself, rather than the probabirity that those having
the most contacts with the porice are members of low income

anð./or minority groups, is shown by Jacob's finding that
blacks reporting favorabre experiences with the police are
more like1y than their counterparts to give positive evalua-
tions (Thornton 1975, p.326).

Experience with the police has several dimensions. some

of these are:

t.

2.

)

L

having a policeman as a friend or relative
dissatisfaction with police performance

observation of police misconduct

being the object of police law enforcement

since having a policeman as a friend or rerative is a po-
sitive contact situation, we might expect it to have a posi-
tive effect on ATp. However, this does not seem to be the
case. smith and Hawkins, using two indicators of poríce/
citizen acguaintanceship, found that respondents knowing of-
ficers þ¡ere no different in ÀTp than respondents who did not
know individual officers. They conclude that knowledge of
specific individuars does not alter the stereotyped view

herd about police in general (1973, p.144). rn a similar
vein, scaglion and condon('1 980) f ound that those citizens
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who had friends or relatives who were porice v¡ere not in-
crined to be less critical of police than those who did not.
canadian studies have not realry discussed this dimension.
courtis did include two indicators of it in his question-
naire. unfortunately, he did not make any attempt to com-

pare the percentage of his sample having a poriceman as a

friend or rel-ative r+ith their ÀTp. Thornton arso included
indicators of this dimension in his survey and he did report
the correrations ( friend .01 , rerative .03 ) but he did not
incrude any discussion of his finding (197s, p.335).

The second dimension to be considered here is dissatis-
faction with police performance. since this is a negative
contact situation it is rikery to have a negative effect on

ÀTP. Decker cites parks who found that those respondents
who were victims of a crime and satisfied with the porice
handring of their calr (positive contact situation) had sim-
ilar ÀTP to those who had not been victims. Those who were

dissatisfied, however, were more likery to manifest negative
evaluations of them (1991 , p.g4). That it is the leveL of
satisfaction and not victimization per se is shown by smith
and Hawkins' ( 1973 ) tinding that anticipation of property
victimization and recent victimization did not have an ef-
fect on ÀTP. canadian studies which have examined this di-
mension have arso found dissatisfaction resurting in lowered
ÀTP. Klein et al. found that dissatisfaction with police
handling of police-citizen encounters (as measured by Èhe
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respondents rating the constable with whom they had contact
on an interpersonal- effectiveness scale) vras reflected in a

more negative ÀTp (1978).

[.lhen we consider the third dimension Þ¡e f ind that obser-
vation of police misconduct (a negative contact situation)
negatively affects ATp. smith and Hawkins tell us that 44%

of those respondents who salr a poi_iceman do something wrong
(ie. traffic violation, brutality) had negative ÀTp while
onry 22% ot those respondents who did not see a policeman do

something v¡rong had negative ÀTp (1973, p. 1 41) . This rel_a-
tionship remained strong even when race, â9ê, sex, income

and education vlere controlled. Canadian stud.ies are similar
in this regard. Thornton teIIs us that

"tfg major concrusion is that pubric evaluation ofporice is l.rgglv a function ðt knowledge or ex-perience of porice misconduct. such xnõwreáge orexperience is, in turnl _plimarily related tõ ageand income. . . (1975, p.340) "

KÌein et a1. add that witnessing physical mistreatment of
someone erse at the hands of the police affects ÀTp more

than experiencing the mistreatment oneserf. They argue that
this is due to either the suspect thinking he deserved it or
the witness taking the incident out of context (1g7g).

An interesting finding that emerges from the work of
Klein et aI. is that media coverage of porice misconduct
has only minor impact upon ATp. This is important in right
of smith and Hawkins'(1973) contention that instances of po-
lice brutality reported in the media perpetuate a cycte of
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shared mi sunderstandings . They argue that the public and

the police both perceive the other as being more hostile
than is in fact the case. The police, faced with
tile" public, adopt a more authoritarian attitude

a

in

t'hos-

order
to assure that actions wirl be seen as legitimate and au-
thority v¡i11 not be questioned. The public then becomes

more critical and further instances of police brutality are
reported. Koenig, however, does not agree. on the basis of
his RCMP data, he states that although pubric disrespect
does bother the porice, they appear neither to exaggerate
its incidence nor to habitually respond to it with extra-l_e-
9aI force (1975).

The last dimension to be considered here is the effect of
law enforcement encounters. since this is a negative con-
tact situation it is likery that those who have experienced
law enforcement encounters with the police (ie. arrest)
would hord negative ATp. However, the evidence on this
variable is not concrusive. Rusinko et. al-. report that gen-

erally those youths who have been the object of law enforce-
ment hord negative ÀTp. positive contact (help with a prob-
1em, friendly tarks), however, can neutrarize anti-porice
attitudes of delinquent youth (but only for whites)(197g).

Àlpert and Hicks, in their study of prisoners' attitudes,
found that while those prisoners with no previous convic-
tions were four times more rikery to have relatively posi-
tive attitudes toward the police than were prisoners with
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previous convictions, the vast majority of each category of
prisoners reported reratively negative ATp( 1977). Thus, it
appears that the effect of this variable may be cumulative.

À finding which suggests that the type of enforcement ex-
perience must be considered has been made by smith and Haw-

kins. They found that whire there vras no relationship be-

tween receiving a traffic ticket and negative ÀTp, there was

a rerationship between being arrested and negative ÀTp

(1973).

canadian studies, on the other hand, have produced some

anomarous results. Ktein et al. do not agree with Smith and

Hawkins' conclusion that the arrest experience causes a more

negative ÀTP. They argue that those experiencing physical
arrest tend to rate the police higher. They do agree, how-

ever, that the receipt of a traffic ticket has no signifi-
cant effect on ÀTP (1978).

Thornton reports that police contact through arrest
fifth as a determinant of ÀTp behind police experience

conduct), a9ê, personar violence (witness assaurt) and

experience (victimization) (1975, p.335).

fect vras found to be minimal.

ranks

(mis-

crime

ts ef-Às such, i

presented, theTo summarize the research findings just
following points can be made:
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7.

nonwhites evaluate

whites do.
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the police more negatively than

in general, the young evaruate the porice more neg-
ativery than the ord do. some conflicting resurts,
however, have been reported for the age variabre.
the sex variable has little effect on ATp.

conflicting results have been reported for the ses

var iable .

having a policeman as a friend or rel_ative
fect on ÀTP.

dissatisfaction with police performance

lowered ÀTP.

observation of police misconduct results
ÀTP.

conflicting results have been

forcement encounters especially
adian studies.

has no ef-

results in

in negative

reported for law en-

between U.S. and Can-

2.4 CRITIOUE

The majority of studies reviewed in the previous section
report that, in general, the pubric holds positive ATp. The

other studies do not report such a preponderance of opinion.
rn an effort to determine whether the conflicting images of
police-community relations h'ere resulting from problems in
measuremenÈ methodology, white and Menke compared general
items measuring ÀTp (ie. "Most police are competent in their
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to specific items (ie. "police armost never treat
suspected criminars v¡ith brutality. " ) . They found that
opinion items of a general nature refrect the pubric as very
positive toward the police whire opinion items of a specific
nature refrect the pubric as negative toward the police
(1978, p -21Ð. The studies reviewed here used the generar
measure predominantly. only Thornton, Hadar and snortum,
and Bouma included measures of both in their studies.

Another criticism which can be levied is that, in gener-
ã1, the majority of studies done on ATp are atheoreticar. À

simirar concrusion was reached by white and Menke after re-
viewing the studies done by the president's commission on

Law Enforcement and Àdministration of Justice (lohman and

Misner; Biderman et al.; Reiss,. ennis) . They f eer that be-
cause these studies do not use theory to develop measures

they cannot reduce or control threats to the validity of the
data corrected (ie. reactivity and demand). Therefore, they
conclude that

"the.vast majority of the empirical literature as-sessing the mood of the püuric toward criminaljustice agencies is not uselur for informing toli:cy decisions (1978, p.205). "

The papers which

clude:
do make explicit mention of theory in-

1.

¿.

K1yman and Kruckenberg

Albrecht and Green -princ

Theory of Dogmatism

iple of Attitude Consistency
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Primeau et al. - Role Theory

Klein et al. Consensus Theory

Thornton Conflict Theory

The first two of these are psychorogical theories. Ðogma-

tism is a concept deveroped by Rokeach which refers to a

relativery closed cognitive organization of beriefs and dis-
beriefs about reality organized around a set of beliefs
about absorute authority. These in turn provide a framework

for patterns of intolerance towards others (Klyman and

Kruckenberg 1974, p.222) . Highly dogrnatic individuars r,¡oul_d

have negative ÀTp. However, Klyman and Kruckenberg found no

significant difference between this group and those with low
dogmat i sm.

Albrecht and Green use the principle of attitude consis-
tency (degree to which rerated attitudes exhibit the tenden-
cy to cruster together) to show that various public reration
programs have failed because they did not consider the rarg-
er context of v¡hich ÀTp constitutes only a part (1977). The

principle of attitude consistency has arso implicitly ap-
peared in the works of Àrpert and Hicks, Àmorso, and Jacob.

Primeau et ar. pursue a line of research suggested to
them by role theory. starting with the premise that to un-
derstand a role it is necessary to examine, not onry various
role occupants' conceptions of the function, but a sarnpling
of audience conceptions as welr, they proceed to interview

3.

¿.
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several social groups. They conclude that raw enforcement

activity by the police tends to generate most of the con-
tacts which may become important in attitude formation
(1975, p. 196 ) .

Klein et al. found that most people form their attitudes
toward the porice on the basis of their ovrn experience.
They interpret this finding to suggest that the consensus

model has greater expranatory pov¡er than the confrict moder.

Thornton (1975) arso found that it is experience with the po-
lice that determines whether the evaluation of the police is
negative or positive. He interprets this finding, however,

to support the conflict model. It is my contention that
Krein et a1. have misinterpreted their fíndings and that
this accounts for the two contradictory concrusions.

Krein et al. begin with the assumption that the criminal
Iaw is a codification of the varues of a people and has le-
gitimacy because of a high tever of agreement regarding the
criminality of certain acts (1979, p.442) . This is a basic
tenet of consensus theory. Klein et ar.'s next statement,
however, is where they begin to go vrrong. They state that

"utilizing this mode1, âttitude toward the po-lice...is prirnarily the outcome of
coNTÀcr-spEcIFrc ENCOUNTERS with the police ratherthan a functiol. of group membership (èmphasis add-
ed) ( 1978, Þ.443). "

They go from tarking about idears (culture) shaping atti-
tudes to talking about material conditions (structure) shap-
ing attitudes. what we need to know is whether attitudes



exist independently of exper

product of such experience.

ansv¡er to +-hi s because they

tween the two.

In their discussion of

a1. state that
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ience or whether they are the

K1ein et al-. do not provide an

do not make a distinction be-

"critical criminology", Klein et

there exists an erite which uses the law to control
threats to its social position by criminarizing the
threatening acts of powerless groups

the function of the police is to coerce acguiescence

on the part of the poi.rerless

the existence of more negative ÀTp among these pov¡er-

less groups is seen as a direct outcome of a

CÀTEGORICÀLLY DTFFERENT TREÀTMENT by porice (emphasis

added)(1978, p.443)

The first two of these are not assumptions of critical cri-
minology. They berong to a variant of materialist criminoro-
gy called instrumentalist or ruring crass determinist. sec-
ondly, notice the similarity between "contact-specific
encounters" and "categoricarly different treatment". Àre
these both not examples of experience? t maintain that they
are. Therefore, there is no r¡ay to "prove" one model over
the other since the same data can be used to support each

model.

1.

2.

{
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Thornton does distinquish between ideational (cultural)
factors and experiential factors. He argues, however, that
the latter are the more pov¡erful predictors. He also hy-
pothesizes that ideational factors would exert their strong-
est effect in the case of those not having direct interper-
sonal exchanges with the police (1975, p.339 ) . Using a

"conception of Human Nature" scar-e (ie. The average person

is conceited), Thornton did find some support for this idea-
tional hypothesis among those indicating no experience or
knowledge of police misconduct.

2.5 THEORY ÀND HYPOTHESES

rn this study ¡ criticar confrict theory will be examined

to see how it makes sense of the data v¡e obtain. criticat
confrict theory is one brand of radical criminology which

should be distinguished from other brands of radical_ crimi-
nology and from conflict theory in general. Bohm (19g2)

tells us that within radicar criminology there are three in-
terpretations of how various factors (ie. capitalism, state,
law, and crime control) are inter- related. while fundamen-

taJ-]y sharing some basic assumptions, these three interpre-
tations differ on how they see the manipuration of the
state. The three brands of radical crirninology are:

RULING CLASS DETERMINI ST/INSTRUMENTÀLIST

ECONOMT C DETERMT Nr ST/STRUCTURALT ST

'1.

¿.
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3. DIALECTI CAL/CRTTICÀL CRTMINOLOGY (1g82, P. 585) .

Radical cr

classical and

Marxism. In

cation of the

for crime (ie.

feel that conf

and that the

is fundamental

tr ibut i on of
(1982, p.558 ) .

iminologies are arl criticar of traditional
positive criminologies and are conversant with
addition, they are specific in their identifi-
expranatory variables that presumably account
political economy of capitalism). They also

rict is a fundamentar- erement of arr societies
particular nature of this conflict in society
ly related to the historical and social dis-
productive private property in that society

Àccording to comack-Àntony, other components of radical
criminology incrude a humanistic definition of crime (viora-
tion of human rights), a commitmenL to praxis on the part of
the criminologist and an image of the criminal that empha_

sizes the structurar components and power differentiars in
society as they rerate to the designation of "who is crimi-
naI"(1980, g.239).

rn the instrumentarist brand of radical criminology the
state in capitalist societies is an instrument or tool used
by the "ruling class" to further its own interests (sman-

dych, 1983). The l-egal system (ie. porice) is arso seen as

an instrument which can be manipulatedr êither directly or
indirectly by applying pressure on the state, by the capi-
talist class as a whore or by particular fractions of capi-
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tar (Beirne 1979, p.379). The raw is seen as first and

foremost a refrection of the ínterests of the ruring crass.
Both Beirne and smandych point to the unity of the capital-
ist class in this perspective. The capitalist crass is seen

as a group devoid of internar dissensions and antagonisms
(1979, p.379).

rn the structuralist brand of radicar criminorogy the
functions of the state are determined by the structures of
society (ie. the market). The state exercises a rerative
autonomy in its relationship with capitarist crass members

and their interests (smandych 1983, p.51). In other words,

the capitalist cLass cannot manipurate the state at wirl.
Bohm tells us that it is the rong run stability of capital-
ism rather than the short term interests of individuar capi-
talists that determine state policy. one implication of
this is that the 1aw and the legar system are not always in
the objective interests of the capitalist crass. proponents

of structurarism also state that the capitarist class is a

highry fractionated class with divergent poJ_iticar and eco-
nomic interests.

There are problems, however, with these two brands of
radical criminology. Both have been criticized for using
undialectical analyses (gohm 1982, p.577) . Both only exam-

ine the external determination of state activity (external
manipulation or external constraint). rnternal mechanisms

within the state which guarantee its cLass character (ie.
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nondecision-making and repression) are not exprored (cota et
a1. 1975, p.37) . structurarism has been criticized for al-
most entirely eliminating conscious action from its analyses
(1975, p.39). rnstrumentalism, orì the other hand, has been

criticized for tending towards voluntarism and for failing
to transcend a pluralist framev¡ork (social and poritical
groupings rather than crasses). Beirne states that instru-
mentarism is vulnerabLe to simple empiricar refutation and

that it ignores the partiar autonomy of the regal system and

law once deveroped (1979, p.379). Gord et al. add that in-
strumentarism cannot account for reforms undertaken by the
state that are opposed by large segments of the capitalist
class (1975 , p.35 ) .

critical criminology attempts to address these concerns
by using the dialectic in its analyses. what this means is
that progress (in this case, the deveropment of criminorogi-
car theory) comes as the result of conflict and synthesis.
Àn idea (thesis) gets under vray. Then its opposite (an-

tithesis) makes its appearance. out of the crash between

the two, there comes an ultimate synthesis, which makes a

further step toward truth. The synthesis then becomes an-
other thesis and the process goes on. ?his is calred the
"Hegerian diarectic of progress"(Barnes 194g, p.59).

Therefore, in the third brand of radical criminology,
critical criminorogists view the capitalist state as both a

structure constrained by the logic of the society within
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which it functions and as an organization manipulated behind

the scenes by the ruling class and its representatives (sohm

1982, p.577). According to euinney, everything rerating to
crime (ie. legal system, law) must be understood in terms of
the objective economic conditions of production and the sub-
jective struggre between crasses that is rerated to these

conditions (1979, p.Aa6).

critical conflict theory is not deterministic unrike
structuralism and the positivist criminorogies. some alrow-
ance is made for man as a determining actor exercising free
wirr. Àccording to this anarysis, man is both product and

producer of society (taylor et al. 1973, p.50). rn other
words, there is an ongoing dialectic between the individual
and society.

In critical criminoiogy the

of "unproductive labor". Thei

does not have exchange value.

capitalist system and maintain

tions (social harmony) so that
tion is possible (guinney 1979,

private police are an example

r labor has use value but it
Their job is to reproduce the

capitalist production rela-
further capitalist accumula-

p.aa9).

within this perspective, public attitudes toward private
police must be analysed within the context of the politicar
economy of the state. what this means is that the IegaI
system is not separate from the poritical and economic sys-
tems. Public attitudes must be anarysed within this con-
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text. t^lith the f iscar crisis of the state and the dimin-
ished ability of the pubì-ic police to provide direct servi-
ces to private enterprise, the private police function to
provide a secure environment (order maintenance) and permit

the accumulat ion of capi ta I (profit protec-
tion ) (Spi. tzer /ScuLI 1977 ) . The private police concentrate
on problems of pilferage, theft, and labor disputes. They

ignore the actions of upper class entrepreneurs engaged in
white corrar crime or corporate deviance because this crass,
as emproyers of private porice, have arready defined what is
most threatening to business and where the thrust of police
activity should be. To the extent that the private porice
concentrate like this then negative public attitudes toward

them are seen to result from the categoricalry different
treatment they give to youth, minorities, and the working

crass ( including their "co-r.rorkers" ) . Those who perceive

differential group treatment wirr also have negative ATpp.

This last quarification is necessary because in the critical
confrict perspective the individual is not passive. He does

not have to directly experience the oppressions of state and

law in order to perceive them negatively.
can arrive at this conclusion on his ov¡n -

The first hypothesis this study wiII investi
gested by the literature on strikebreaking and

attitudes of the security guards' "co-workers".
follows:

The individual

gate lras sug-

the attendant

I t reads as
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HYPO. 1 _ UNION MEMBERS WILL HÀVE MORE DIRECT NEGA-
TIVE CONTÀCT ÀND MORE COLLECTIVE NEGÀTIVE EXPERIENCE
WITH PRIVATE POLICE THAN INDIVIDUÀLS WHO DO NOT
BELONG TO A UNION.

Due to the lack of research on public attitudes toward

private police, it was necessary to rook at the attitudinar
data that exists on the pubtic police to find hypotheses

that might be relevant. From this body of riterature the
following hypotheses emerge:

HYPO. 2 _ NONWHITES WILL HÀVE MORE DIRECT NEGATIVE
CONTACT ÀND MORE COLLECTTVE NEGÀTIVE EXPERIENCE WITH
PRIVATE POLICE THÀN WHITES;

HYPO. 3 YOUNG PEOPLE WILL HAVE MORE DIRECT NEGATIVE
CONTÀCT AND MORE COLLECTIVE NEGÀTIVE EXPERIENCE WITH
PRIVATE POLICE THAN OLDER PEOPLE;

HYPO. 4 - MÀLES WILL HÀVE MORE DIRECT NEGÀTIVE CONTÀCT
AND MORE COLLECTIVE NEGÀTTVE EXPERIENCE WITH PRIVATE
POLICE THAN FEMÀLES;

HYPO. 5 THE LOWER CLÀSS 9.7ILL HÀVE MORE DIRECT NEGA-
TIVE CONTÀCT ÀND MORE COLLECTIVE NEGATIVE EXPERIENCE
WITH PRIVATE POLICE THÀN EITHER THE MIDDLE CLÀSS OR
UPPER CLASS;

HYPO. 6.1 THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO KNOW À PRIVÀTE PO-
LICEMAN PERSONALLY WILL HOLD MORE POSITIVE ÀTTITUDES
THÀN THOSE WHO DON'T;

HYPO. 6.2 _ THOSE INDIVIDUÀLS WHO HAVE BEEN DISSATTS-
FIED WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF PRIVÀTE POLICE WILL HOLD
MORE NEGATIVE ÀTTITUDES THÀN THOSE WHO HÀVEN'T BEEN;

HYPO. 6.3 THOSE INDIVIDUÀLS WHO HÀVE OBSERVED PRI_
VÀTE POLICE ENGAGED IN MISCONDUCT WILL HOLD MORE NEGÀ-
TIVE ÀTTITUDES THAN THOSE wHo HÀVEN'Ti

HYPO. 6.4 _ THOSE INDIVIDUÀLS WHO HAVE BEEN THE OBJECT
OF NEGÀTIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE POLICE WILL HOLD
MORE NEGÀTIVE ÀTÎITUDES THAN THOSE WHO HAVEN'T BEEN.

The next hypothesis to be investigated in this study

included because of theoretical considerations (remember

was

the
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individual is not passive in the criticar conflict perspec-

tive). It reads as follows;
HYPO. 7 _ THOSE INÐIVIDUÀLS WHO PERCETVE DIFFERENTIÀL
GROUP TREATMENT ON THE PÀRT OF PRIVÀTE POLICE WILL
HOLD MORE NEGATIVE ÀTTITUDES THÀN THOSE WHO DON'T.

Diagrammatically these rerationships can be shown as fol-
lows:

RACE ( nonwhi te )

AcE ( young )

SEx(maIe)

SES(lower cl-ass)

UNION MEMBERSHIP

ÀTPP(-)

collective experience as an intervening variabre is real-
1y an indirect form of contact. corrective experience is a

correction of beriefs about the private porice which belong

tc certain groups such as union locals, family, and peer

groups. The original basis for such beriefs was based on

direct contact ( ie. attitudes engendered whire witnessing
strikebreaking activity or the knowledge that a friend had a
negative encounter with a private policeman). perception of
differential group treatment courd be considered an exampre

of a belief based on indirect contact.

VE

CE

RECT ( -

NTACT

)
LLECTI

PERI EN

DI

co

co

Collective experience as a

ourhood culture" as developed

general reputation of the publ

hoods has become so bad that

concept is similar to "neighb-
by Jacob. He states that the

ic police in black neighbour-

good experiences do not bring
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about correspondingly good evaluations. This he attributes
to a greater proportion of bracks in the ghetto with bad ex-
periences than in other neighbourhoods. The indirect effect
of this situation is that arthough individual blacks may re-
port satisfactory experiences, they are much more likery to
know persons who have had worse experiences (1971, p.79).

Therefore, the rast hypothesis to be investigated in tLris

study is as follows:
HYPO. 8 THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO KNOW SOMEONE PERSON_
ALLY WHO HÀS WITNESSED PRTVÀTE POLICE MISCONDUCT WILL
HOLD MORE NEGÀTIVE ÀTTTTUDES THAN THOSE WHO DO NOT.

To sum up, individuals who are nonwhite, young, male,

lower cJ-ass, and union members are more tikery to have di-
rect negative contact (ie. arrest, witness misconduct) and

collective negative experience with private police. Those

who experience such direct and indirect contact are in turn
more likely to have negative attitudes toward the pri.vate
police.



Chapter I I I

RESEÀRCH DESIGN

A sample of 1150 adult residents of winnipeg was randomry

sel-ected using a cl-uster sampling technique. using the 1gg4

revised edition of the Henderson Directorv, the sampJ_e v¡as

drawn in two stages. rn the first stage, z3o sample streets
v¡ere randomly selected from the total number of streets
(3337). rn the second stage, 5 sample households v¡ere ran-
domry selected from each sample street. Any househorder who

had been an adult resident of winnipeg for more than 1 year
could ansvrer the questionnaire. The sampì-e size of '1 '.f50 yras

determined by combining ihe resurts of previous research
with an estimation of the typical response rate (40%) to be

expected from a mail questionnaire. using courtis' margi-
nars from his questions on level of friendship and quality
of job performance we end up with the following equation:

SampJ-e size 460 = 30 n of smarlest cell size

ã ,a" row % x its corumn %

9lhen v¡e take into account the anticipated response rate of
40%, the desired sample size increases to 1150.

rn February 1985, 1005 questionnaires were mailed out.
145 addresses were dereted from the sample because they were

either business addresses or because the cruster selected

-48
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did not have five households in it. A forlow-up retter yras

sent out to nonrespondents four weeks later. À total of 491

questionnaires v¡ere returned, giving us a response rate of
49%.

To assess the representativeness of the sampre, the re-
sults from the questions on sex, â9€, and education $¡ere

compared with the resurLs from the 1981 census of winnipeq.

The Porice Àgency survey was found to have an over-represen-
tation of males in it. This resul-t may be due to a bias in

the way the Henderson Directory is set up. rf the name

listed in the directory is usualÌy the "man of the house",

this would account for an over- representation of mares be-

cause the questionnaire vras specifically addressed to the

name in the directory.

The Porice Àgency survey was arso found to under-repre-
sent those with l-ess than a Grade 12 education and over-rep-
resent those with Grade 12 or a university education. rn

addition, the age group 20-24 r1'as under-represented whire

the age group 35-44 was over- represented. The typicar re-
spondent of the Porice Àgency survey can be described as a

white, middre-crass mare, 45 years of a9ê, and who has lived
in Winnipeg for 28 years.

The research instrument for the porice Agency survey vras

a mail questionnaire (see appendix). rt contained questions

asking for each respondent's attitude, their evaluation of
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SEX

Male
FemaIe

STÀTISTICS CÀNÀDÀ

ol
/o

48
52

@
( n=584,840 )

AGE

20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
6s-69
>70

o/

14
25
16
14
14

6
11

1 00%
( n=584 ,840 )

EDUCÀTÏON 
%

Less than grade nine
16

Grade 9-13 incomplete
32

Grade 9-13 complete
10

Post high school training
6

Post high school training
16

Some universtaTO

University degree
10

t ooz
(n=456,820)

servÍce received, their
suspect-related contacts

TABLE 1

REPRESENTÀTI VENESS

i nc ompl et e

complete

POLTCE AGENCY SURVEY

o/
/o

70
30

@
(n=484)

o/
/o

6
23
27
16
15

6
7

@
(n=47 7 )

o/
/o

I
12

22

4

17

15

22

@
(n=47 4)

knowledge of misconduct, and their
with both the Winnipeg police and
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on demographicscontract security in Winnipeg.

t¡as a1so included.

The variables in the porice Àgency survey are race¡ â9ê¡

sex, socio- economic status, union membership, direct con-
tact, and corrective experience. These independent vari-
ables (with the exception of union membership) have alr been

found to be important in the riterature on public attitudes
toward public police. In order to make some comparisons

with this literature and contract security, the section on

the Winnipeg PoIice was included.

The dependent variable in this study (at

private police) can be defined as that collect
ion the individual expresses relative to the

t i tude toward

ivity of opin-

various dimen-

operationalize

Likert scaled

sions of private police effectiveness. To

this variable, each respondent was asked a

quest i on :

How favorabre or unfavorabre do you feel towardsecurity guards in Winnipeg?

Àfter considering white and Menke's (197e) criticism of gen-

eral measures such as the one above, it was decided to in-
clude a summed index scare which wourd get at each respon-

dent's specific attitude. The following five items made up

this scale:

A lot of crirne is prevented because security
guards are doing their job correctly.
Security guards often abuse their authority.
Sometimes security guards frisk and search
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v¡i thout good reasons .

Security guards are careful not to arrest
innocent persons.

Security guards freguently use more force
than they need to when carrying out their duties.

Likert-type response categories for these items ranged from

strongly agree to strongly disagree and were coded 1-5 in an

anti to pro-porice direction. A high score of 2s on this
scaLe would indicate a very positive attitude toward securi-
ty guards. A score of 5, on the other hand, wourd indicate
a very negative attitude.

Race, â9€, and sex were all asked as items instead of as

guestions. rt was fert that they wourd be less subject to
respondent bias this v¡ay. rn the case of â9€, the respon-
dent was asked to give the year in which he or she was born.
The resurting figure was later converted into actuaL years

of age during the coding phase.

To operationarize socio-economic status each respondent

was asked a question on occupation with a specification
probe. Then using Brishen and McRobert's (1976) revised so-
cio-economic index each respondent lras praced in one of the
following class intervals:

20-29

30-39

40-59

60-75

LOWER CLASS

LOWER MIDDLE CLASS

MIDDLE CLÀSS

UPPER CLÀSS.
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A question on education v¡as arso incruded to help check the

representativeness of the sample.

union membership was operationalized by asking the re-
spondent if he/she had ever belonged to a union. The re-
spondent v¡as also asked if anyone else in the household had

ever bee¡r a member of a union.

Multiple measures were utilized in dealing with the vari-
able "direct contact". The first measure dealt with whether

respondents had any friends or reratives who were security
guards and whether they knew a security guard, other than a

friend or relative, on a first name basis. The second meas-

ure asked respondents to rate the service they received from

a security guard when they asked him for information anð./or

assistance. The next measure consisted of a question with a

specification probe which asked for the respondent's knowr-

edge of security guard misconduct. The final measure deatt
with whether or not the respondent had ever experienced ar-
rest or been suspected of a crime by a security guard.

À scaled response question dealing with the perception of
differentiar group treatment was included because of the
theoretical considerations mentioned in chapter 2. This
question reads as follows:

If a person is an Indian, do you think t.his usual-ly makes a difference in hg* he/she is treated bysecurity guards in Winnipeg?
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collective experience was operationarized by asking the
respondent if anyone he/she knew personally had ever seen a

security guard do something considered improper or i1legar.

rn the section on the winnipeg porice, the same questions
vrere asked of respondents as vrere asked in the secur i ty
guard section. The reason for this was that since the gues-

tions on security guards came from the literature on ÀTp, it
vtas thought necessary to include questions on ÀTp so that ïre

could see íf we obtained similar results to those reported
in the literature. To the extent that the resurts are simi-
Iar, then we will have more faith in our measures.



Chapter IV

DÀTÀ ANÀLYSIS

Data from the questionnaire

SPSS-X (Statistical package for
veloped by Norusis. The first
which in turn vras followed by a

variables.

were computer analysed using

the Social Sciences) as de-

program run v¡as f requenc i es

crosstabulation of aIl major

The frequencies for the dependent variabre, âttitude to-

TÀBLE 2

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GENERÀL ÀTTITUDINÀL ITEMS

Favorable
Neut ral
Un favorable

ÀTPP
o/
/o

37
46
17

@
(n=47 4)

ÀTP
o/
/o

63
27
10

Tor
( n=466 )

ward private police, can be seen in Table 2. Í^Ie can see

that about half of our respondents describe themselves as

neutraL tovrard the private porice. our f inding that 46% of.

our sample has a neutrar or ambivarent attitude toward con-

tract security is subject to a sampling error of 5 percent-
age points in either direction, meaning it could be as much

ctr
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as 51 or as littre as 41 percent. The chance that an iden-
tical sample wourd produce a resul-t within this range is 95

out of 100. rn other words, there is only a 5 percent

chance that the sampre finding is farther than 5 percentage

points in either direction.

when we compare this finding with the respondents' atti-
tude toward porice we find that about two-thirds of our sam-

pre (63%) describe themselves as favorabre. This finding
is not as high as some other studies have found. courtis
(using the same five point scale) found that 86% of. his sam-

ple had favorable ÀTp (1970) while a study done for the RcMp

in Dauphin found that 97% lnad confidence in the porice (Free

Press Oct.3, 1 984 ) .

To explain this difference it might be useful to consider
what r¡ras happening in winnipeg at the time the data were

collected. on the positive sider wê have the establishment
of the Law Enforcement Review Àgency (an independent agency

which handles pubric compraints) and the initiation of the
crimestoppers Program (television re- enactments of unsolved

crimes hoping to ericit tips in exchange for money). on the
negative sider wê have a major parking ticket-fixing scan-

dal, an incident of a police officer committing gross inde-
cency, and the release of the report on the 1983 anti-u.s.
ra1Iy in which club-swinging police clashed with demonstra-

tors protesting the u.s. invasion of Grenada. These events

do not in themselves exprain differences in ÀTp but they are

suggest ive .
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when our sampre was asked to rate the performance of
contract security, half said they did an average job. when

the same question was asked about the winnipeg porice, two-

thirds (65%) said they did a good job. The winnipeg Àrea

study incruded a simirar question in its 1984 survey. They

found, however, that only harf of their respondents (s1%)

felt the winnipeg police did a good job (Free press

sept.22,1984). Both studies found that onry s% said the

winnipeg Porice were doing a poor job. Items most often
mentioned in the Police Àgency survey were a rising crime

TÀBLE 3

PERCENTÀGE DISTRIBUTION OF PERFORMANCE RÀTTNGS

Good
Àverage
Poor

ÀTPP2
o/
/o

34
50
tb

W/"
(n=415)

ATP2
o/
/o

65
30

5

1 0a%
(n=47 6)

wÀs
o/
/o

51
44

5

@
(n=577 )

rate and abuse of authority (rudeness).

Judging from Table 3 it would appear that the public has

a lower opinion of the job performance of contract security
when compared to the winnipeg porice. rtems most often men-

tioned were insufficient training and the type of personnel

contract security attracts.
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when we turn to a discussion of specific attitudinal
items we find that the summed index scare on ATpp yielded a

reliability co-efficient of .845 (alpha) whire the summed

index scare on ATP yielded a reliabirity co-efficient of

.806 (alpha). Howeverr w€ vrere unable to use the summed in-
dex scales because several respondents did not respond to
all items in the scales. Therefore, w€ will have to discuss

each item separately.

T^7hat is most striking about the series of specific atti-
tudinal items on security guards is that nearly half of our

respondents describe themselves as neutral or ambivalent to
each activity of security guards mentioned (table 4). This

would suggest that the average Winnipegger is largely igno-
rant of security guards' use of arrest, search, and force.
such an interpretation is consistent v¡ith the general meas-

ure of ÀTPP in Table 2.

Winnipeggers, however, are not so ambivalent when it
comes to the winnipeg porice (rabre 5). More than harf of

our respondents (57%) agreed with the statement that a rot
of criminars go to prison because the police are doing their
job correctly. Similarly | 52% agreed with the statement

that porice are careful not Lo arrest innocent persons. one

in five, however, fert that the police frequentry use more

force than they need to when carrying out their duties and

that porice often use extreme measures to get confessions.

simirarry, one in four (23%) said that porice sometimes

frisk and search without good reasons.
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TABLE 4

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTTON OF SPECIFIC ÀTTITUDINÀL ITEMS

ÀTPPA
o/
/o

Agree 41
Neutral 47
Disagree 12

W/"
(n=459)

1Od% M
( n=467 ) ( n=456 )

ATPPB
o/

26
42
32

ÀTPPC
o/
/o

11
51
38

ATPPD
o/
/o

39
54

7

W/.
(n=459)

ATPPE
o/
/o

15
49
36

Wz
(n=458)

ÀTPPÀ = À' Iot of crime is prevented because securitj
are doing their job correctly.

gua rds

ATPPB = Security guards often abuse their authority.
ATPPC = sometimes security guards frisk and search without
good reasons.
ATPPD = security guards are careful not to arrest innocent
persons.
ÀTPPE = security guards frequently use more force than they
need to when carrying out their duties.

TÀBLE 5

PERCENTÀGE DTSTRTBUTION OF SPECIFIC ÀTTITUDINÀL ITEMS-B

ÀTPA
o//o

.Agree 57
Neutral 35
Disagree I

ÀTPB
o/
/o

18
41
41

@
( n=473 )

ÀTPC
o/
/o

23
35
42

100%
(n=47 1 )

ÀTPD
o/
/o

52
34
14

@
(n=480)

ÀTPE
o/
/o

21
32
47

100%
(n=473)

are doing their job correcIfV.
ATPB = Porice often use extreme measures to get confessions.
ATPC = Sometimes police frisk and search v¡ithout good
reasons.
ÀTPD = Police are carefur not to arrest innocent persons.
ÀTPE = Police frequently use more force Lhan they need to
when carrying out their duties.

1 00%
(n=481 )

such findings contrast sharply with Lhe 1o% w]no initiarly
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said they were unfavorabre toward the winnipeg pol-ice. This

rends credence to white and Menke's observation that specif-
ic attitudinal items generally uncover more negative atti-
tudes than general attitudinal items.

l.ie novr turn our attention to a bivariate analysis of the

hypotheses delineated in chapLer 2. For this study, a re-
sult is statistically significant if only 5 times in 100

could such a resul-t occur by chance-errors due to sampring
(probability less than .05). The chi-square test of differ-
ences was used to measure this. To measure the degree of
association and the direction of ordering, the statistic
gamrna vras used. Gamma indicates to what extent prior knowl--

edge of a case's value on one variable better enables one to
predict the case's value on the other variable. rn other
words, gamma indicates how strongly two variabres are relat-
ed to each other. For example, a gamma value of .37 would

be a moderate relationship whire a gamna varue approaching

1.00 would be a strong relationship.

For this section, the forrowing interpretive guide wirl
be f ol- Iowed :

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN VALUES

6-1 0%

1 1 _20%

21 _30%

>31%

INTERPRETATION
slightly more likeIy
somewhat more Iikely
more like1y

much more likely
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Belonging to a union or else having a family member who

belongs to a union may infruence attitudes toward the pri-
vate police. Union members who have encountered security
guards emproyed as strikebreakers or who have heard about
security guards acting as strikebreakers may hold negative
ÀTPP. Therefore' our first hypothesis suggests that

HYPOTHESIS 1 _ UNION MEMBERS WILL HAVE MORE
DIRECT NEGATIVE CONTÀCT ÀND MORE COLLECTIVE
NEGÀTIVE EXPERIENCE OF PRTVÀTE POLICE THÀN
INDIVIDUÀLS WHO DO NOT BELONG TO À UNTON.

Table 6 shov¡s that there is no relationship between union
membership and experience of security guard misconduct (gam-

ma=.09 ) . The same also applies to union membership and

knowredge of secur i ty guard mi sconduct ( gamm¿=. o6 ) . I,rhen

the other direct contact situations were compared to union

TABLE 6

EXPERIENCED SECURTTY GUÀRD MISCONDUCT BY UNTON MEMBERSHIP

UNION MEMBERSHIP

PPMI SC
Yes
No

No
o/
/o

7
93

@
(n=243)

Yes
o/

6
94

w"
(n=21 9)

chi-square=.07 df. 1 s gnificance 78 garnma=.09

membership, the relationships vrere still

When we compare one's experience of
conduct with union membership we find a

not significant.

Winnipeg PoIice mis-

slight relationship



which is not signif
see that non-union

icant (gamma=.24).

members are slightly
From Table 7

more 1 i kely
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we can

to ex-

MI SCON
Yes
No

Yes
o/
/o

14
86

@
(n=218)

TABLE 7

EXPERTENCED POLICE MISCONDUCT BY UNION MEMBERSHIP

UNÏON MEMBERSHIP
NO

o//o

22
78

1 00%
(n=247 )

chi-square=3.62 df 1 s igni f icance .06 gamma=. 24

perience police misconduct.

There is no rel-ationship between union membership and

knowledge of winnipeg Police misconduct (gamma=.12). Simi-
1arry, for the other direct contact variabres there is no

rerationship with union membership. However, asking the po-

rice for information is related to having someone in the

family who is a union member. Those respondents who have a
union member in their family are somewhat less likery to ask

the police for information and/or assistance. This rela-
tionship is weak although it is significant (gamma=.29, Ta-

ble 31).

The literature on attitudes toward the porice tells us

that non- whites evaluate the police more negativery than

whites do. Therefore, our second hypothesis suggests that
HYPOTHESTS 2 - NONWHITES WILL HÀVE MORE DIRECT
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NEGÀTIVE CONTÀCT AND MORE COLLECTIVE NEGÀTIVE
EXPERIENCE OF PRIVÀTE POLICE THAN WHITES DO.

unfortunately¡ wê did not receive enough variation in this
variable to do an adequate analysis. 92% of. our sample was

white while only 4% was nonwhite (n=19).

The literature on ATp tells us that the young evaruate

the porice more negatively than the ord do. Therefore, our

third hypothesis suggests that
HYPOTHESIS 3 - YOUNG PEOPLE WTLL HAVE MORE
DÏRECT NEGÀTIVE CONTACT AND MORE COLLECTIVE
NEGÀTIVE EXPERIENCE OF PRIVÀTE POLICE THAN
OLDER PEOPLE DO.

we can see from Tabre I that there is no relationship be-

tween one's knowledge of security guard misconduct and their
age arthough the gamma (.41) suggests that there is a moder-

ate relationship. The reason for such a high gamma in the

abscence of a relationship is due to the fact that 2 celrs
have no cases in them. similarly, there is no relationship
between one's experience of security guard misconduct and

TABLE 8

KNOWLEDGE OF SECURITY GUÀRD MISCONDUCT BY AGE

PPMI SC3
Yes
No

19-28 29-38
o/ o//o /ô

ÀGE
3 9-48 49-58

o/ o//o /o
73

93 97

@ñM
( n= 1 00 ) (n=72)

s9-68 69-78
o/ otl/o /o
20

98 100

@@
( n=61 ) (n=27 )

9
91

9
91

>79
o/
/o

0
100

1 00%
( n=06 )

100% 100%
(n=65)(n=129)

chi-square=9.23 df 6 significanCe 16 gamma=.41
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their age (gamma=.21).

when v¡e consider other direct contact variabres we find
that there is only a weak relationship which is not statis-
ticalry significant between asking a security guard for in-
formation and/or assistance and one's age (gamm¿=.12). Re-

spondenLs in the 19-28 age range are slightly more likery to
have asked a security guard for assistance. Àge, however,

does not play a rore in how respondents rate this assis-
tance.

Àge plays a larger role
shows us that knowledge of

lated to age (gamm¿=.42).

years of age are stightly
Winnipeg PoIice misconduct.

when rde cons ider ÀTp. Table 9

Winnipeg PoIice misconduct is re-
Those respondents r¡ho are 19-29

more likely to have knowledge of

This moderate relationship is

TABLE 9

KNOWLEDGE OF POLICE MISCONDUCT BY ÀGE

19-28
MISCON3 %
Yes 26
No 74

m
( n=65 )

ÀGE
39-48 49-s8

o/ o//o /o
15 9
8s 91

59-68 69-78 >79
o/ ø/ o//o /o /o
700

93 100 100

100% 100% 100%
(n=59) (n=28) (n=06)

29-38
o/

20
80

1 00%
(n=1 29)

1 00%
( n=98 )

1 00%
(n=71 )

significant. Similarly,
I.Tinnipeg Police mi sconduct

age is related to experience of
(gamma=.26). Those respondents
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!¡ho are 19-28 years of age are slightly more likeIy to ex-
perience winnipeg Police rnisconduct. This weak rerationship
is significant(rabIe 36).

Asking a gtinnipeg policeman,for information and/or assis-
tance is arso weakly related to age (gamm¿=.01). Those re-
spondents who are 39-58 years of age are srightry more rike-
ly to ask for assistance than the other age groups. This
relationship is significant (rable 34). notice how this
contrasts with the findings on the private porice where the
younger respondents v¡ere slightry more like1y to ask for as-
sistance. Ànother difference is that, in this case, â9€ is
rerated to how the respondents rate this assistance. Those

respondents who are in the 19-28 age category are slightly
more likery to rate the assistance provided by the winnipeg

Police as poor or below average (gamm¿=.12). This weak re-
Iationship is significant (tab1e 37).

Having a poriceman as an acguaintance is srightly rerated
to age although it is not statistically significant (gam-

ma=-.11). Those respondents who are over 69 years of age

are somewhat less likely to have a poriceman as an acquain-
tance. Having a poriceman as a friend or relative, on the
other hand, is not related to age.

The riterature on attitudes toward the police telrs
that sex has littre effect on ATp. To determine if th
also applies to ÀTPP¡ our fourth hypothesis suggests

HYPOTHESIS 4 - MÀLES WILL HAVE MORE DIRECT
NEGATIVE CONTACT ÀND MORE COLLECTIVE NEGÂTIVE

US

is
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EXPERIENCE OF PRIVATE POLICE THAN FEMÀLES DO.

we can see from Table 10 that there is no relationship be-
tween sex and one's experience of security guard misconduct
although the gamma value (.37) suggests that there is a mod-

erate relationship. The reason for such a high varue is due

to the small number of categories involved. As the preci-
sion decreases, the gamma increases. Simirarly, there is no

rerationship between sex and one's knowredge of security

TÀBLE 1 O

EXPERIENCED SECURITY GUÀRD MISCONDUCT BY SEX

SEX
FemaIe

oi
/o

4
96

@
(n=138 )

PPMI SC
Yes
No

MaIe
o/

I
92

M
(n=332 )

chi-square=1.88 df@ gamma=.317

guard

direct
ask i ng

havi ng

mi sconduct

contact var

a security
a security

( gamm¿= . 1 4 ) . When h¡e cons ider the other
iables vre find that sex is not related to
guard for information nor is it related to
guard as a friend or acquaintance.

sex, however, does play a role when vre consider our find-
ings on ÀTp. There is a moderate relationship between sex

and one's experience of police misconduct (gamma=.50). From

Tabre 11 v¡e can see that mares are somewhat more likely to
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This relation-

MI SCON
Yes
NO

TÀBLE 11

EXPERIENCED POLICE MISCONDUCT BY SEX

sEx
MaIe

ø/

22
78

@
( n=335 )

Female
o/
/o

9
91

@
(n=139)

chi-square=1 1 .09 df significance 009 gamma=. 50

ship is significant. Sex, however,

edge of police misconduct (gamrna=.1

Iated to asking a policeman for in
Iiceman as a friend or relative.

is not related to knowl-

1 ). It is also not re-
formation or having a po-

There is a weak rerationship between sex and having a po-

liceman as an acquaintance (gamm¿=-.21). Males are somewhat

more likely to have a policeman as an acguaintance than fe-
mares are. This rerationship is significant (rabre 42).

The literature on attitudes toward the porice terls us

that conflicting resurts have been obtained for the effect
of socio-economic status on ÀTp. To further investigate
this variable, our fifth hypothesis suggests

HYPOTHESIS 5 _ PEOPLE FROM THE LOWER CLÀSS WILL
HÀVE MORE DTRECT NEGÀTIVE CONTACT AND MORE
COLLECTIVE NEGÀTIVE EXPERIENCE OF PRIVÀTE POLICE
THAN PEOPLE FROM THE UPPER ANÐ MIDDLE CLÀSSES.
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see from Tab1e 12 that there is no relationship
social class and experience of security guard mis-
(gamma=-.05). Similarly, there is no relationship
social class and knowledge of security guard miscon-

TÀBLE 12

EXPERIENCED SECURITY GUÀRÐ MISCONDUCT BY SOCIAL CLÀSS

PPM] SC
Yes
No

LC
o/
/o

2
98

't oaru
( n=46 )

SOCIÀL CLASS
LMC MC

o/ o//o /o77
93 93

100% 100%
( n=54 ) ( n=203 )

UC
o/

6
94

I OOZ
(n='1 18)

LC
LMC
MC
UC
chi

= Lower
= Lower

= Midd1e
= Upper
-sguare=

Cl,ass
Middle Class
CIass

Class
1 .83 df 3 significance .61 gamma=-. 06

duct (gamm¿=-.02).

There is an almost nonexistent rerationship between so-
cial class and having a security guard as an acguaintance
which is not statistically significant (gamma=. oo2) . Those

respondents who corne from the lower middre class are sright-
Iy more likely to have a security guard as an acguaintance.
However, having a security guard as a friend or rerative and

asking a security guard for information are not related to
social cfass.
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v¡ewhen v¡e look at the effect of sociar crass on ÀTp,

find that the only relationship that exists is between

cial class and asking the porice for information. This

rerationship is significant (gamma=-.13). From Table 1

can see that those respondents from the rower middre c

are somewhat less likery to ask a winnipeg poriceman for
formation and/or assistance. However, those members of
lower middre crass who did ask a poriceman for informa
were just as likery to rate this service as good as the
er crasses (witn the exception of the lower class who

TABLE 1 3

ÀSKED POLICE FOR TNFORMÀTION BY SOCIÀL CLÀSS

so-

weak

3 v¡e

lass

in-
the

tion
oth-

were

PINFO
Yes
No

LC
o/
/o

83
17

@
( n=48 )

SOCIAL CLASS
LMC MC
%%

60 76
40 24

100% 100%
( n=55 ) ( n=206 )

UC
o/
/o

8'1
19

t ooz
(n=121)

LC
LMC
MC
UC
chi

= Lower
= Lower

= Middle
= Upper
-sguare=

Clas s
Middle Class
Class

CIass
10.86 df 3 significance .01 gamma=-.13

more undecided).

From the literature on attitudes toward the police vre are

told that having a poriceman as a friend or rel_ative has no

effect on ATP. To determine if this arso applies to ATpp,

our sixth hypothesis suggests
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HYPOTHESIS 6.1 THOSE INDTVIDUÀLS WHO KNOW A PRIVATE
POLICEMÀN PERSONALLY WILL HOLD MORE POSITIVE ATTITUDES
TOWÀRD THE PRIVÀTE POLICE THÀN THOSE WHO DON'T.

we can see from Table 14 that there is a weak rerationship
between having a security guard as a friend and ÀTpp. How-

ever, this relationship is not statisticarly significant
(gamm¿=-.06). Those respondents who have a security guard

as a friend or relative are slightry more likery to have un-

TÀBLE 14

ÀTPP BY SECURITY GUARD FRIEND

SECURITY GUÀRD FRIEND
NO

ATPP %

Unfavorable 16
Neutral 47
Favorable 37

M
(n=423\

chi -sguare= 41 df 4 significance 49 gamma=-.06

favorable ÀTPP.

There is no relationship between ÀTpp and having a secur-
ity guard as an acquaintance (gamm¿=-.02). However, having
a security guard as an acguaintance is related to knowledge

of security guard misconduct. This moderate rerationship is
significant (Table 46). Respondents who report having a se-
curity guard as an acquaintance are srightly more likely to
have knowledge of security guard misconduct (gamm¿=- .46).

Yes
o/
/o

24
37
39

@
( n=46 )
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a security
guard as a friend or relative are srighLry more rikely to
have knowledge of security guard misconduct although this
relationship is not significant (gamma=-.43). The reason

for the high gamma varue is due to the smalr number of cat-
egories invorved. Às the precision is decreased, the gamma

value increases.

we can see from Table 15 that there is no rerationship
between having a winnipeg poriceman as a friend or relative
and ATP (gamm¿=-.09). simirarly, there is no rerationship
between having a winnipeg policeman as an acguaintance and

TÀBLE 1 5

ÀTP BY T,TINNIPEG POLICE FRIEND

WINNIPEG POLTCE FRIEND
Yes

o/

12
28
60

1 00%
(n=115)

ÀTP
Un f avorable
Neut ra I
Favorable

No
o/
/o

9
26
65

w
(n=349)

chi-square=7 .02 df 4 significance 14 9âIttma=-

ÀTP (gamm¿=.06).

However, there is a rel_ationship between

peg Policeman as a friend or relative and

lice misconduct (gamma=-.3S). This moderate

having a Winni-

knowledge of po-

relationship is
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significant. Those respondents who report having a winnipeg
Policeman as a friend or rerative are somewhat more rikety
to have knowredge of porice misconduct(Table 4g). similar-
ly, there is a moderate relationship between having a winni-
peg Policeman as an acguaintance and knowledge of police
misconduct (gamma=-.37). This rerationship is arso signifi-
cant. Those respondents who report having a winnipeg po-

l-icernan as an acguaintance are somewhat more rikely to have

knowledge of police misconduct (fable 49).

The literature on ATp terls us that dissatisfaction with
porice performance resurts in Lowered ÀTp. To see if this
applies to ÀTpp, our seventh hypothesis suggests

HYPOTHESIS 6.2 THOSE TNDIVIDUALS WHO HÀVE BEEN
DISSATISFIED WITH THE PERFORMÀNCE OF PRIVATE PO_LÏCE WILL HOLD MORE NEGÀTIVE ÀTTITUDES TOWÀRD
THE PRIVATE POLICE THAN THOSE WHO HÀVEN'T BEEN.

Although no relationship exists between ATpp and asking a

security guard for information, there is a strong relation-
ship between the rating this service receives and ÀTpp (gam-

ma=.83 ) . This relationship is significant. Those respon-
dents who rate the service provided by security guards as

poor or below average are much more likery to have unfavora-
ble ÀTPP (rable 16).

Perception of differential group treatment is moderatery
related to the security guard service rating (gamm¿=.s6).

This rerationship is significant (tabre 61). Those respon-
dents who perceive DGT2 are more 1ikely to rate the service
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TÀBLE 1 6

ATPP BY SECURITY GUÀRD SERVICE RÀTING

SECURITY GUARD SERVICE RÀTING
Below Àvg. Average GoodATPP %

Unfavorable 64
Neutral 36
Favorable 0

1 00%
(n=14)

o/
/o

33
59
I

1 00%
(n=24)

o/
/o

6
36
58

1 00%
( n=80 )

Caution should be
due to the small- number
chi-square=S2.90 df I s

exercised when interpreting thi
of respondents in some categor

igni f icance .0000 gamma=.83

s table
ies.

they receive from security guards as bel-ow average or aver-
age.

Asking a security guard for information is mod.eratery re-
lated to having knowredge of security guard misconduct (gam-

ma=.52 ) . This relationship is significant (table 50).
Those respondents who have asked a security guard for infor-
mation are slightl-y more likely to have knowledge of securi-
ty guard misconduct.

Àsking a winnipeg poriceman for information and/or assis-
tance is weakly rerated to ATp arthough it is not signifi-
cant (gamma=-.07). Those respondents who asked a winnipeg
Poriceman for information are slightly more rikely to have

favorable ÀTP. Àsking a winnipeg poriceman for information,
however, is not rel-ated to having knowledge of porice mis-
conduct (gamma=.10).
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we can see from Tabre 17 that there is a strong relation-
ship between ÀTP and the service rating the winnipeg police

received (gamma=.63). This rerationship is significant.
Those respondents who rated the service they received as

poor or below average are somewhat more 1ikely to have unfa-

TABLE 17

ÀTP BY WINNIPEG POLICE SERVICE RÀTING

ÀTP
Un favorable
Neut ra1
Favorable

WÏ NNI PEG
Below Àvg.

o/
/o

34
37
29

Wz
( n=35

POLICE SERVICE RÀTING
Àverage Good

o/ o//o /o
15 5
46 17
39 78

1 00%
( n=62 )

1 00%
( n=246 ))

=dchi -squa re=95 .21 f I significance gamrna=.63

vorable ATP.

Experience as a victim per se is not related to ÀTp (gam-

ma=-.03). However, the rating the winnipeg porice received
for their handring of the compraint is rerated to ATp (gam-

ma=.63,Tabre 52) . This strong rerationship is significant.
Those respondents who rate the police handling of their vic-
timization as poor or below average are much more likery to
have unfavorable ATp. The types of crimes most often men-

tioned by victims include theft, break & enter, and vandal-
i sm.
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The literature on attitudes toward the potice telrs us

that the observation or experiencing of police misconduct

resul-ts in negative ÀTp. rn order to see if this also ap-
plies to ÀTPP, our eighth hypothesis suggests

HYPOTHESIS 6.3 - THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE
OBSERVED PRIVATE POLICE ENGAGED IN MTSCONDUCT
WILL HOLD MORE NEGÀTTVE ÀTTTTUDES TOWARD THE
PRIVÀTE POLICE THAN THOSE WHO HÀVEN'T.

we can see from Tabre 18 that there is a strong rerationship
between ÀTPP and experiencing security guard misconduct
(gamm¿=.62). This relationship is significant. Those re-
spondents who have experienced security guard misconduct are
more likely to have unfavorable ÀTpp. some of the items
which constitute misconduct include being intoxicated on the

TABLE 1 8

ÀTPP BY OBSERVÀTION OF SECURI?Y GUARD MISCONDUCT

ATPP
Unfavorable
Neut ral
Favorable

OBSERVÀTI ON
Yes

o/
/o

43
47
10

1 00%
( n=30 )

OF SECURITY GUARD MISCONDUCT
No

%

15
46
39

1 00%
(n=437)

chi -square=23.49 df s 19n f icance gamma=.62

job, use of excessive force, and theft.

There is a moderate relationship between ÀTp and experi-
encing winnipeg Porice misconduct (gamm¿=.42). This rera-
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tionship is significant. Those respondents who have experi-
enced porice misconduct are somewhat more rikely to have un-
favorabl-e ÀTp (rabre 19). some of. the items which consti-
tute this misconduct include traffic viorations, brutarity,
and viorations of porice regurations (ie. sreeping on the

TABLE 19

ATP BY OBSERVÀTTON OF WINNIPEG POLTCE MTSCONDUCT

OBSERVÀTION OF I^TINNIPEc pOLICE MI SCONDUCT
No

o//õ

7
25
68

1 00%
(n=37 2)

ÀTP
Un favorable
Neut raI
Favorable

Yes
o/
/o

21
36
43

@
( n=83 )

chi -sguare= 4.14 df signi f icance gamma=.42

job, drinking on rhe job).

The literature on ATp telrs us that confJ.icting results
have been obtained when studies have tried to assess the ef-
fect of la¡s enforcement encounters (ie. arrest) on ÀTp. To

test this variable, our ninth hypothesis suggests

HYPOTHESIS 6.4 THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO HÀVE
BEEN THE OBJECT OF NEGATIVE LÀW ENFORCEMENT
ENCOUNTERS BY PRIVÀTE POLICE WILL HOLD MORE
NEGÀTIVE ÀTTTTUDES TOWARD THE PRIVÀTE POLICE
THAN THOSE WHO HÀVEN'T BEEN.

unfortunateryr w€ did not receive enough variation in this
variable to do an adequate anarysis. onry s% of. our sample

reported that they had been arrested by a l.Iinnipeg policeman
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by

The next hypothesis to be investigated in this study sug-
gests that

HYPOTHESIS 7 _ THOSE INDIVTDUÀLS WHO PERCEIVE
DIFFERENTIÀL GROUP TREÀTMENT ON THE PÀRT OF
PRIVÀTE POLICE WILL HOLD MORE NEGÀTIVE ÀTTI_
TUDES TOWÀRD THE PRIVÀTE POLICE THÀN THOSE
WHO DON'T.

when we rook at rable 20 \Á¡e see that there is a weak rela-
tionship between ÀTpp and perception of differential group

treatment (gamm¿=.27). This rerationship is significant.
Those respondents who perceive differential group treatment

TÀBLE 20

ÀTPP BY PERCEPTTON OF DIFFERENTIÀL GROUP TREATMENT

while only 2 people reported that
a security guard.

they had been arrested

DIFFERENTIÀ,L GROUP TREÀTMENT
Sometimes No

o/ o//o /o18 I47 30
35 62

PERCEPTION OF
Yes

ATPP %
Unfavorable 26
Neutral 43
Favorable 31

1 00%
(n=139)

1 00%
(n=165)

100%
(n=53)

chi -sguare=24 . 09 df significance 02 gamma=

are slightly more likeIy to have unfavorable ÀTpp.

the only background variable that appears to be

perception of differential group treatment (gam-

This weak relationship is significant. Those re-

Age is
related to

ma=.19).



spondents l¡ho are 19- 28 years of age are more

perceive differential group treatment (Table S3).

When hre consider ÀTp, we f
relationship between perception

ment and ATP gamma=.57). This

Those respondents who perceive
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1i kely to

ind that there is a moderate

of differential group treat-
relationship is significant.
differential group treatment

TÀBLE 21

ÀTP BY PERCEPTION OF DIFFERENTIAL GROUP TREÀTMENT_B

ÀTP
Un favorable
Neut ra L
Favorable

PERCEPTION OF
Very

Ser i ous
o/

55
17
28

t ooz
n=18

Pret ty
5er1ous

o/

20
38
42

@
n=50 )

Not Very
Ser i ous

o/
/o
tr

27
68

@
(n=164)

Does Not
Occur

o/
/o

3
0

97

1 00%
(n=38)

DTFFERENTIAL GROUP TREÀTMENT

( ) (

fchi-square= df 12 slgnl cance .0000 gamma=.5704

are much more likely to have unfavorable ÀTp (rable 21).

Àge and sex, in this case, are the only background vari-
ables that are related to perception of differential group

treatment (gamma=.23 & -.24, Tables 54 & sb respectively).
These weak relationships are both significant. Those re-
spondents who are 19-28 years of age are somewhat more rike-
ty to perceive differential group treatment as very serious
or pretty serious. Those respondents who are femare are

also somewhat more rikely to perceive differential group

treatment as very serious or pretty serious.
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The only experiential variable thaL is rerated to the
perception of differentiar group treatment by the porice is
the experiencing of winnipeg porice misconduct (gamma=.49,

Table 56 ) . This moderate reLationship is significant.
Those respondents who have experienced police misconduct are
more likery to perceive differentiar group treatment as very
serious or pretty serious.

The last hypothesis to be investigated in this study sug-
gests that

HYPOTHESIS 8 _ THOSE INDIVIDUÀLS WHO KNOW SOMEONE
PERSONÀLLY WHO HÀS WITNESSED PRIVATE POLICE MIS_
CONDUCT WILL HOLD MORE NEGATIVE ÀTTITUDES TOT{ÀRD
PRIVÀTE POLICE THÀN THOSE T^IHO DO NOT.

Table 22 tells us that there is a moderate relationship be-
tween knowledge of security guard misconduct and ÀTpp (gam-

ma=.44). This rerationship is significant. Those respon-
dents who have knowledge of security guard misconduct are
more likely to have unfavorable ATpp. some exampres of the
incidents reported include theft, unprofessional behavior,
and being intoxicated on the job.

There are no background variabres rerated to having
knowledge of security guard misconduct. However, experienc-
ing security guard misconduct, asking a security guard for
inforrnation, and having a security guard as an acguaintance
are all related to having knowledge of someone erse experi-
enc ing security guard misconduct (gamma= .93 , .sz,-.46 respec-

tively),
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ÀTPP BY KNOWLEDGE

TÀBLE 22

OF SECURITY GUÀRD MISCONDUCT

ATPP
Un favorable
Neutral
Favorable

KNOT^TLEDGE OF
Yes

o/

41
38
21

w"
( n=29 )

SECURTTY GUÀRD MISCONÐUCT
No

o//o
15
46
39

t ooz
(n=433)

Caution should be tabledue to the small numbe
chi-sguare=19.24 df 4 significance .0007 gamma=.44

The strong rerationship between experiencing security
guard misconduct and having knowredge of security guard mis-
conduct is significant. Those respondents who report that
they have knowJ.edge of security guard misconduct are much

more 1ike1y to have experienced security guard misconduct
(rabre s7).

The moderate rerationship between asking a security guard

for information and having knowredge of security guard mis-
conduct is significant. Those respondents who have asked

for information are slightly more tikely to have knowledge

of security guard misconduct (table 5O).

The moderate rerationship between having a security guard

as an acguaintance and having knowredge of security guard

misconduct is significant (rable 49). Those respondents who

have a security guard acquaintance are srightry more 1ikely
to have knowledge of security guard misconduct.

exercised when interpretlng- thls
r of respondents in one category.
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rf our measures are valid, then v¡e shourd expect there to
be a rerationship between having knowredge of security guard

misconduct and perceiving differential group treatment since
both are forms of indirect contact and corrective experi-
ence. when we look at rable 23, this is what we do find
(gamm¿=.45). Those respondents who have knowredge of secur-
ity guard misconducL are more rikely to perceive differen-
tial group treatment. This moderate rerationship is signif-

TÀBLE 23

DGT2 BY KNOWLEDGE OF SECURITY GUÀRD MISCONDUCT

DGT2
Yes
Somet imes
No

KNOWLEDGE OF SECURITY GUÀRD
Yes

o/

60
36

4

MI SCONDUCT
No

o/
/o

37
47
16

M
( n=329 )

1 00%
( n=25 )

due to the small number of respondents
chi-square=6.03 df 2 sígnif icañce .05

Caut i on should be exerc i sed r,¡hen nterpreting this table
in one category.
gamma= . 4 5

icant.

when we rook at ÀTp we find that having knowledge of win-
nipeg Police misconduct is related to ÀTp (gamma=.47). This
moderate re'lationship is signif icant. Those respondents who

have knowledge of police misconduct are somewhat more likely
to have unfavorable ATp (rable 24). some of the items which

Ì{ere mentioned include brutality, violations of police regu-
lations, and abuse of authority.
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TÀBLE 24

ÀTP BY KNOWLEDGE OF WINNIPEG POLICE MISCONDUCT

KNOI^TLEDGE OF WINNIpEc POLICE
Yes

ATP %
Unfavorable 24
Neutral 34
Favorable 42

1 00%
( n=70 )

MI SCONDUCT
No

o/
/o

7
25
68

M
(n=376 )

re=28

Age is the only background variable
of police misconduct (gamma=.42). Thi

ship is si.gnificant. Those

of age are slightly more like
misconduct (tab1e 9).

respondent s

ly to have

related to knowledge

s moderate relation-
who are 19-28 years

knowledge of police

Having a policeman as a friend or acguaintance, and ex-
periencing winnipeg porice misconduct are aLr related to
having knowledge of porice misconduct (gamma=-.35,- .37, .7g

respectively). Those respondents who have a poriceman as a
friend are somewhat more 1ikely to have knowledge of porice
mi sconduct . This moderate relationship is significant.
similarly, those respondents rvho have a policeman as an ac-
quaintance are somewhat more 1ikely to have knowredge of po-

lice misconduct. This moderate relationship is also signif-
icant. Those respondents who have experienced police
misconduct are much more rikely to have knowledge of police
misconduct. This strong rerationship is significant (rabres

48,49, 6.58).
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Although asking a winnipeg poriceman for information
and/or assistance is not related to knowredge of police mis-

conduct, the evaluation of that service is (gamma=.s2).

This moderate rerationship is significant (rabre g9). Those

respondents who have knowledge of police misconduct are

somewhat more 1ikeIy to rate the service provided by the po-

Iice as poor.

rf our measures are varid, then l¡e shoul-d expect there to
be a relationship between having knowledge of police miscon-

duct and perceiving differential group treatment since both

are examples of indirect contact and collective experience.
when vre look at rabre 25, this is what v¡e do f ind (gam-

ma=. 47 ) , Those respondents who have knowredge of police
misconduct are more likery to perceive differential group

treatment as very serious or pretty serious. This moderate

TÀBLE 25

DGT BY KNOWLEDGE OF WINNIPEG POLICE MISCONDUCT

KNOWLEDGE OF WINNIPEG POLICE
Yes

DGT %
Very Serious 1 5
Pretty Serious 31
Not Very Serious 48
Does Not Occur 6

@"
( n=48 )

MI SCONDUCT
No

o/
/o

5
15
64
16

@
(n=227')

chi-square='14.57 df 3 signif icán@

relationship is significant.
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weTo summarize

f ind that
the research findings just presented,

hypothesis one (union membership) is not supported;

there is not enough variation in our sample to evaru-
ate hypothesis two (race);

hypothesis three is not supported. However, there is
a statistically significant relationship beLween age

and ÀTPP. Those respondents in the 19-49 age range

are slightly more likely to have unfavorabre ÀTpp.

There is arso a statistically significant reration-
ship between age and DGT2. Those respondents who

$¡ere 19-28 years of age r¡rere more likely to perceive
differential group treatment;

hypothesis four (sex) is not supported;

hypothesis five (ses) is not supported;

hypothesis 6.1 receives some support arthough it is
in the opposite direction to that postulated. Re-

spondents who have a security guard as a friend or
relative are srightly more 1ikely to have unfavorabre
ÀTPP;

hypothesis 6.2 is supported since those respondents

who r¡¡ere dissatisfied with the service provided by

security guards are much more likery to have unfavo-
rable ÀTPP;

hypothesis 6.3 is supported since those respondents

who have experienced security guard misconduct are

more 1ikely Èo have unfavorable ATpp;

.)

1

2.

d.

tr

6.

7.

8.
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there is not enough variation in our sample to evalu-
ate hypothesis 6.4 (arrest);

10. hypothesis seven is supported since those respondents

who perceive differential group treatment are slight-
1y more Iikely to have unfavorable ÀTpp;

1 1. hypothesis eight is supported since those respondents

who have knowredge of security guard misconduct are

more likely to have unfavorable ÀTpp.

when the data vrere checked for correrate weighting arti-
f acts v¡e f ound that experienc ing porice misconduct vlas af -
fecting the relationship between union membership and ÀTp.

Table 26 shows us that, when v¡e control for the experiencing
of poJ.ice misconduct, those respondents who are non-union

members are more rikely to have unfavorabre ÀTp. when we

don't controL for the experiencing of porice misconduct, we

find that there is no rerationship between union membership

TÀBLE 26

ATP BY UNION MEMBERSHIP BY EXPERIENCED POLICE MISCONDUCT

EXPERIENCED WINNTPEG POLICE MISCONDUCTyes No
UNION MEMBERSHIP UNTON MEMBERSHIP

No
o/
/o

29
33
38

1 00%
(n=51 )

o

ÀTP
Un favorable
Neut ral
Favorable

Yes
o/
/o
7

40
s3

Wz
( n=30 )

NO
o//o
I

26
66

Tooz
(n=182)

Yes
o//o
7

23
70

@
(n=180)

and ATP.
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similarly, when we contror for the knowredge of porice
misconduct, vre find that those respondents who are non-union

members are somewhat more likely to have unfavorable ÀTp.

when Ì.¡e don ' t control f or knowredge of pol ice mi sconduct , we

find that there is no rerationship between union membership

and ATP.

This form of murti-variate analysis is important to carry
out since a rerationship between two variabres (or the rack

of a rerationship) may appear to have a particurar direction
because these variables are both correrated with another

variable. rn other words, the inter- relationship between

two independent variables can affect the appearance of a re-
lationship between each independent variabre and the depen-

dent variable. In this study, a complete assessment of
whether correrate weighting artifacts were affecting the de-

scriptions of the directions of relationships between the

independent and dependent variables courd not be made. with
the three-way breakdowns, there simply wasn't enough varia-
tion in our sampre" rn other words, the number of respon-

dents in the smallest celI size in the three-way breakdowns

was below 5.

The rast form of anarysis carried out in this study was

multipie regression. Multipre regression enables us to de-

termine the rerative contribution of each independent or

predictor variable in estimating varues of the dependent or
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predicted variable when all other variables are controrled
at the same time. Àfter a correration matrix $¡as run and

checked for multi-collinearity , a series of scatterplots
were run to check for any violations of the assumptions

which underrie regression (ie. linearity). Then, a series
of regression equations were run in an attempt to form a

model. If a variabre did not meet the significance cri-
teria, it was deleted from the equation and the regression

v¡as re-run. what this meant vras that if an independent

variable's beta weight vras less than two times its standard

error B it was deleted.

Àfter following these steps,

shown as:

the resulting model can be

RESIDUÀL

SECURITY GUÀRD

ÀGE .241

DIFFERENTIAL GROUP TREÀTMENT

we can see from this model that we can account for 58% of.

the variation in attitudes toward the private police. rn

additionr wê can see that the most important predictor of

ÀTPP is the degree of satisfaction with the service provided

by security guards.

DUÀL

24
I

+
SERVI CE

RESI

.8

RÀTI*O\
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when this moder was checked for mathematical adequacy, it
was discovered that the total effect between differential
group treatment and ÀTPP was not completely due to differen-
tial group treatment's indirect associations with ÀTpp via
the other independent variabres affecting it. The original
zeto order correlation between DGT2 and ATpp was .365 while
the generated value v¡as .172. The difference between these

two values is greater than .050. Therefore, this model- is

TÀBLE 27

MÀTHEMÀTICÀL ADEQUACY OF REGRESSTON MODEL

AGE
PPSERV
ÐGT2
ÀTPP

ÀGE
X
0
0

.241

PPSERV
0
X

.303

.569

DGT2
0

.303
x
0

ATPP
.241
.559
.17 2

X

zero order correlation co-efficients and qenèrated values

not mathematically sound.

when the regression was run on ÀTp the only predictor
that was found was the porice service rating. This variable
exprained 34% of. the variation in ATp and had a zero order
correlat ion co-eff ic ient of " 433.



Chapter V

CONCLUSI ON

The data upon which this thesis is based have contributed
to building a sound. base of research data on the private po-

lice. This research supports the assertion that most people

form their attitudes toward the private police on the basis
of their evaluation of the service provided by the private
pol ice .

Due to a paucity of research data on the private porice,
the direction this thesis took came from previous research

on the pubric porice. It might be usefur at this point to
examine our findings on the public porice and compare them

to this literature.

The race variable has received a great deal of attention
in American studies on the pubric porice. Howeverr w€ r{ere

not abre to eval-uate the effect of race on ÀTp since we did
not receive enough variation in our sample.

when $¡e consider previous research on age and ÀTp we find
that, in general, the young evaluate the porice more neg-

atively than the old do. our study found that, although age

was not directly rerated to ATP, it was rel-ated to experi-
encing or having knowledge of police misconduct (young

- 89
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slightly more likery). Àge was also related to asking for
porice assistance and the rating that this assistance re-
ceived. Those respondents who were 19-28 years of age were

slight.ly more rikery to rate police assistance as poor or

below average.

Sex, as a variable in previous research on ATp, was found

to have little effect. our study found essentiarry the same

thing. However, sex vras related to our respondents experi-
encing police misconduct (mares somewhat more rikery).
Mares were arso found to be somewhat more rikely to have a

policeman as an acquaintance.

i.lhen we consider previous research on soc io-economic sta-
tus and ÀTP we find that confricting results have been ob-

tained. Our study found that SES had no effect on ÀTp. In

this respect, our findings are similar to those of smith and

Hawkins (1973). sEs, however, was rerated to asking for po-

1 ice ass i stance " Those respondents from the lower middle

class v¡ere somewhat Less likery to ask a policeman for in-
formation or assistance.

In the literature, having a policeman as a friend or rel-
ative had no effect on ÀTP. our study reached the same con-

clusion. Having a policeman as a friend, relative, or ac-
quaintance was not related to ÀTp. In this regard, our

findings paraller those of smith and Hawkins (1973), and

Scaglion and Condon ( 1 980 ) .



Previous studies have

lice performance resulted

that the service rating
ÀTP. Those respondents

as poor or below average

unfavorable ÀTP. Such a

Kl-ein et aI. (1978) .
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found that dissatisfaction with po-

in negative ÀTP. Our study found

the police received was related to
who rated the service they received

were somewhat more Iikely to have

finding is consistent with those of

rn the riterature, observation of porice misconduct re-
sulted in negative ÀTp. our study arso reached the same

concl-usion. rt found that those respondents who had experi-
enced porice misconduct were somewhat more rikely to have

unfavorable ATP. In this respect, our findings are similar
to those of Smith and Hawkins (1l973), Thornton (1975), and

Klein et al. (1978) .

The effect of raw enforcement encounters on ÀTp has been

contradictory in previous studies. However, our study was

not able to evaruate this variabre because we did not re-
ceive enough variation in our sample.

Generally speaking, the results of our study on ÀTp are

similar to those reported in the research literature.
Thereforer wê can conclude that the results are not just pe-

culiar to our popuration. when we l-ook at ÀTppr wÊ find the

same variabres that were important in ATp are important in
ÀTPP. The respondent's perception of differentiar group

treatment, his knowredge of misconduct, his experience of



misconduct, and the

found to be the most s
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ing he gave for service v¡ere a1l
ificant variables in both cases.

rat

ign

The main conclusion that this study draws about the pub-

ric's attitude toward the private porice is that most people

are ambivalent. In other v¡ords, the public simply doesn't
know or care that much about the private police. This is to
be expected when one considers how systems of private jus-
tice operate. scraton and south teIl us that companies who

employ private systems ot security are pursuing a strategy
of containment (1984). They want to set and operate the
limits of crime. Matters are handled internally so that the

cornpany retains close control of discipline (cost minimiza-

tion and production controt). The formal rure of law is in-
voked only as a last resort. Therefore, the general public
wourd onry become aware of the activities of private police
when the formal rufe of faw is invoked (and this usuarly oc-
curs when one of the private poricemen is the one charged).

one must remember that private justice systems operate as

arternatives to criminal justice. As such, they have dif-
ferent objectives. grithin private justice systems it is
profit that guides order maintenance and it is loss rather
than crime which is of primary concern. Therefore, attach-
ing individual responsibirity for wrongdoing takes second

place to loss reduction (Shearing et al. 1980, p.249).
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The next conclusion that this study reaches is that dis-
satisfaction with the service provided by the private police
results in negative ÀTpp. criticar confrict. theory teIls us

that one of the goals of capitalist companies is profit max-

imization (Henry, 1982). Therefore, companies motivated by

profit are going to hire the cheapest private policemen that
it can (cost minirnizaLion). unfortunately, these individu-
als are also the most physically marginal_, the 1east
trained, and the most uneducated. Thusr wê shourd not be

surprised when we find that the service they provide to the
public is sometimes unsatisfactory.

criticar conflict theory arso terrs us that it is the em-

ployers of private potice who define what is most threaten-
ing to business and where the thrust of police activity
shourd be. Public dissatisfaction resurts when there is an

incongruence between the dernands of the emproyer and demands

of the public. Take, for exampler än incident reported in
the June 29,1984 edition of the winnipeg Free press in which

several bicycles were stolen from the locar exhibition
grounds. À man craimed he r.ras forced by a security guard to
move his bicycle and put it in a designated area for bikes.
when the man later came out of the exhibition, he found his
bike had been stolen. The man subsequently craimed that the
security guard was responsible. To counter this craim, the
head of security for the exhibition replied

We're not down there to look after people's bicy-c1es. We're there to look after exhibition proô-
9lty anq crowd control (Winnipeg Free press ;uñe
29,1984) .
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Protection of exhibition property and crowd control were

defined by the employer as where the thrust of private po-

rice activity should be. protection of customers' bicycles
was not defined as threatening to business so no attempt was

made to safeguard them. This in turn resurted in public
dissatisfaction.

This study al-so reaches the conctusion that those who

have experienced private police rnisconduct will have neg-

ative ATPP. Àgain we find that the company's goal of maxim-

izing prof it through cost minimization is responsibre for
this. To keep labor costs down, the company hires the

cheapest private policemen that it can. The problem with
this policy is that the company ends up with the most un-

quarified personnel. To make matters !¡orse, training pro-
grams are often nonexistent or superficial (steinberg 1972,

p.585). security personner end up ignorant of their legal
powers and authority (naxatin and wildhorn 1972). Thus, use

of these ir1-trained, low quality personner sometimes leads

to instances of private police misconduct.

The three main types of misconduct that this study uncov-

ered were intoxication, excessive force, and theft. scraton
and south teII us that theft from employers is a response

within the company to low l¡ages and poor working conditions.
For these writers "crime at work" constitutes political ac-
tion in the sense that it constitutes an attack on the he-

gemony of crass disciprine launched from what autonomous
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space is availabre (1984, p.1 1 ). Their analysis applied
only to workers but r think it can be extended to cover pri-
vate policemen alienated from their 1¡ork ro1es.

Irini and Prus terl us that the treatment an offender re-
ceives often refrects his wilringness to recognize the Ie-
gitimacy of the private policeman's authority (1gïz, p.73).
Therefore, the use of excessive force can be seen to resurt
from those situations where offenders have defied the au-

thority of private pol-icemen.

rntoxication on the job, as a form of misconduct, is re-
rated to the type of personnel emproyed as private poricemen

when companies pursue a policy of cost minimization. Às

mentioned earlier in this section, these private poricemen

are the most physically marginal-, the reast trained, and the
most uneducated. For some, their rack of professionar stan-
dards makes it easy to turn to arcohol to arleviate boredom.

For others, the sociar conseguences of arcohorism puts them

at the bottom of the labor poor where they often find em-

ployment as private police.

The next concrusion that this study reaches is that those
who perceive differential group treatment and have knowledge

of private police misconduct wilr have negative ÀTpp. since
critical conflict theory is not deterministic, the individu-
al is not passive. He does not have to have direct contact
with private policemen to have a negative attitude. All he
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needs is corlective experience ot, in other words, anecdotal
information about the private police. In critical confrict
theory this information would not be subcultural in origin.
rnstead, it wourd derive from micro- relationships such as

the rel-ationships within a peer group. our study found that
respondents who were 19-28 years of age v¡ere more Iikely to
perceive differentiar group treatment. our study also found

that those respondents who s¡ere 19-49 years of age were

sl i ghtly more 1i kely to have unf avorabl_e ÀTpp.

This collection of beliefs, based on direct contact oth-
ers in one's peer group have had, is not politicar con-
sciousness. These individuars who perceive differential
group treatment are just aware that private policemen are
always hassling them as a group.

The next conclusion this study reaches is that having a

private policeman as a friend or rerative is related to neg-

ative ÀTPP. This finding vras not statisticalry significant
but it is important since it is in the opposite direction to
that postulated. rt was originally thought that, since hav-
ing a private poriceman as a friend or relative is a posi-
tive contact situation, it would cause the individual to be

less critical. rt now appears that this is not the case.
one explanation might be that individuars who have a private
policeman as a friend know about more instances of private
pol ice mi sconduct . When r4re look at the data , thi s i s what

we find. Those respondents who report having a private po-
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liceman as a friend or rerative are stightry more likely to
have knowledge of private police misconduct. This relation-
ship, however. was not statisticalry significant.

rn this studyr no attempt was made to directly test or
empirically demonstrate the assumptions of critical conflict
theory. critical conflict theory was used as a heuristic
device. That is to sây, criticar confrict theory v¡as used

to exprain the findings and make sense of the data. with
regard to the findings in this study, it showed that it was

capable of this. However, this is not to say that such an

explanation is totarly incompatibre with other theories or
that arternative explanations cculd not be made. rn fact,
our findings on our respondents' knowledge of security guard
misconduct (hypo. 8) are consistent with a symboric interac-
tionist interpretation while our findings on age (hypo. 3)

are consistent with a consensus theory interpretation.
thereforer wê cannot make a concrusion about the explanatory
power of critical conflict theory.

Areas that require further research incrude the effect of
race on ÀTPP and the effect of arrest on ÀTpp. our study
was not abre to evaluate these variabres because we did not
receive enough variation in our sample. The type of sam-

pling technique that we used v¡as a cluster sampling tech-
nique. To get at these variables, the researcher wourd have

to use a stratified sarnpring technigue. This requires that
he knows how to divide the population meaningfully and has
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the required information to do it. once he divides the pop-

ulation into sub-groups (ie. white and nonwhite) he then

draws a random-type sample separateJ-y from each sub-group.

This wouLd give him enough variation so that he could carry
out his analyses.

In the area of private police, there are other issues

that need to be addressed. For instance, what are the ef-
fects of the recent influx of immigrants into security guard

positions? what effect does the foreign ownership of these

security agencies have? what effect does the increased
growth of areas designated as private praces (ie. North por-

tage Deveropment) have on patterns of policing? enswers to
these questions will further our understanding of the pri-
vate police.

one imprication that emerges from this study is that the
pubric should be educated about the role and powers of the
privaLe porice. Remember that the main conclusion that this
study draws about the pubric's ÀTpp is that most people are

ambivarent. They simply do not know that much about the
private police. The danger rvith this is that cases of mis-
conduct could end up being not reported because the pubric
is not aware that the private policeman is acting beyond the

scope of his authority. Àlthough the number of cases of
misconduct reported j.n this study is smal1, the effect it
has on ÀTPP is significant. we shourd realize that a secon-

dary system of policing which operates inefficiently affects



people's attitudes
Stenning 1977).

to policing
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generaJ. ( Freedman and1n



Àppendix À

TÀBLES & QUESTIONNÀIRE

TÀBLE 28

ATPP BY UNION MEMBERSHIP

UNION MEMBERSHTP

ATPP
Un f avorabl e
Neut ral
Favorable

NO
o/

19
45
36

YES
o/
/o

15
48
37

1 00%
(n=21 9)

1 0a%
(n=243)

chi-square=4.74 d 4 significance.3l gamma=.06

TABLE 29

ATP BY UNION MEMBERSHIP

UNION MEMBERSHIP

ÀTP
Un favorabl e
Neut ra I
Favorabl-e

YES
o//o
6

26
68

@
(n=217 )

NO
o/
/o

13
27
60

1 00%
(n=237 )

ch -sguare=s.72 df 4 slgn ficance .221 gamma=. 1 3

100
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KNOWLEDGE OF

TÀBLE 30

POLICE MISCONDUCT BY UNION MEMBERSHIP

UNION MEMBERSHIP

MT SCON3
Yes
No

NO
o/
/o

16
84

YES
o/
/o

13
87

@
(n=217 )

1 00%
( n=238 )

chi -sguare= .60 df 1 signi f icance .44 gamma=. 1

TÀBLE 31

ASKED POLICE FOR TNFORMÀTION BY UNION MEMBERSHIP2

FÀMILY UNION MEMBER
YES

o/
/o

68
32

1 00%
(n=264\ 1 00%

(n=175)

PINFO
Yes
No

NO
o/
/o

79
21

chi-square=6.87 df 1 signi f iC

TÀBLE 32

ATPP BY ÀGE

ÀGE
39-48 49-s8 59-68 69-78

o/ ol/o /o

19-28
ÀTPP %
Unfavorable 19
Neutral 51
Favorable 30

1 00%
( n=67 )

29-38
o/
/o

26
45
29

:rcc;¿
(n=129)

o/
/o

22
o/
/o

11 5
38
57

4
42
54

>79
o/

0
33
67

@
( n=06 )

46 51
32 38

100% 100%
(n=1 01 ) (n=73)

100% 100%
(n=61 ) (n=26 )

chi-square=47 .67 df 24 significance gamma=.25
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1 9_28
ATP %
Unfavorable 1 3
Neutral 25
Favorable 62

TABLE 33

ÀTP BY AGE

ÀGE
29-38 39-48 49-58 59-58

o/ o/ o/ o//o /o /o /o1s 6 3 926 28 35 2059 66 62 71

69-78 >79
o/ o//o /o

320
21 60
76 20

100% 100%
( n=64 ) (n=127 )

tooz@@@
(n=95) (n=71 ) (n=65) (n=29)

1 00%
( n=05 )

chi-sguare=42.56 df 24 signif cance .01 1 gamma=. 1 6

TÀBLE 34

ASKED POLTCE FOR INFORMÄTION BY ÀGE

PINFO
YeS
No

3 9-48
o/

8C
20

m
(n=101)

ÀGE
4 9-58

o/
/o

8'1
19

w
(n=7 4)

s 9-68
o/
/o

74
26

t ooz
( n=65 )

69-78
o/
/o

53
47

@
( n=30 )

>79
o/
/o

67
33

1 00%
( n=06 )

19-28 29-38
o/ o//o /o

67 75
33 25

tooz TM
(n=67)(n=130)

chi-square=1 .62 df 6 signif cance .0 gamma=. 0 1

PPÏNFO
YeS
No

TÀBLE 35

ASKED SECURITY GUARD FOR INFORMÀTION BY AGE

AGE19-28 29-38 39-48 49-s8 s9-68 69_78%%%%%%
35 25 21 27 21 2465 75 79 73 79 76

@
( n=29 )

>79
o/

0
100

1 00%
( n=06 )

100% 100%
(n=66) (n=130)

1 00%
(n=101)

100% 100%
(n=73 ) (n=62 )

chi-sguare=7.18 df 6 signi f icance gamma=. 1 2
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TÀBLE 36

EXPERIENCED POLICE MISCONDUCT BY ÀGE

MÏ SCON
Yes
No

9-28 29-38
o/ o//o /o

22
78

w" @" @
(n=67 ) (n=1 30) (n='1 00)

59-68 69-78 >79
o/ o/ o//o /o /o13 0 0

87 100 100
24
76

3 9-48
o/
/o

21
79

ÀGE
4 9-58

o/
/o

15
85

1 00%
( n=7 2)

@@
(n=63) (n=29)

1 00%
( n=06 )

chi-square=12.93 df significance .04

TÀBLE

POLTCE SERVICE

37

RÀTING BY ÀGE

.26

69-78 >79
o/ o//o /o
80

13 25
79 75

1 9-28
PSERV %
Below Àvg 1 I
Àverage 20
Good 62

@
( n=45 )

ÀGE
3 9-48 4 9-58

o/ o//o /o'10 
0

22 18
68 82

29-38
o/
/o

13
tó
69

@
( n=98 )

s 9-68
o/
/o

10
10
80

1 00%
( n=79 )

1oo% 1O6% @ @(n=61) (n=48) (n=15) (n=04)

chi-sguare=36.0 df 24 signif cance

TÀBLE 38

POLICE ÀCQUAINTANCE BY ÀGE

gamma=. '1

69-79 >79
o/ o//o /o

67 83
33 17

@@
(n=30) (n=06)

PACQNT
No
Yes

29-38 39-48
o/ o//o /o

50 42s0 s8

ÀGE
49-58 s9-68

o/ ol/o /o
48 54
52 46

1 9-28
o/
/o

43
57

@
( n=67 )

1 00%
(n=129)

1 00%
(n=101)

@
( n=75 )

1 00%
( n=65 )

chi-square=10. 42 df 6 s 19n f icance gamma=-. 1 1
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TÀBLE 39

ÀTPP BY SEX

SEX

ATPP
Unfavorable
Neutral
Favorable

MÀLE
o/

16
46
38

@
( n=330 )

FEMÀLE
o/
/o

19
47
34

1 00%
(n=140)

chi-square=2.45 df@ gamma=-.07

TABLE 40

ATP BY SEX

SEX

ÀTP
Un f avorabl e
Neutral
Favorable

MÀLE
o/
/o

t0
27
63

@
(n=326)

FEMALE
ol

9
27
64

@
( n='1 35 )

chi -square= 1 .34 df 4 sÍgnificance 9amrna=

TABLE 41

KNOWLEDGE OF SECURITY GUÀRD MISCONDUCT BY SEX

SEX

.05

PPMI SC3
YeS
No

MALE
o/
/o

7
93

M
(n=330 )

FEMALE
o/
/o

5
oÊ

Tooy"
(n=136)

ch i -sguare= 17 df 1 s gnificance .68 gamma=. 1 4
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TÀBLE 42

POLTCE ACOUÀINTÀNCE BY SEX

SEX

PACQNT
No
Yes

MALE
o/

46
54

@
( n=337 )

FEMÀLE
o/
/o

tr1

43

1 00%
(n=143)

chi-square= .9 df '1 signif cance .05 .¿t

TÀBLE 43

ATPP BY SOCTÀL CLASS

LL
ÀTPP %
Unfavorable 14
Neutral 41
Favorable 45

@
( n=44 )

SOCIÀL
LMC

o/
/o

6
43
51

@
( n=54 )

CLÀSS
MC

o/
/o

17
47
36

@
( n=205 )

UC
o/
/o

24
46
30

TW
(n=119)

chi-square=1 6.28 df I significance 1 I gamma=-

TABLE 44

ATP BY SOCIÀL CLÀSS

LC
ATP %
Unfavorable 19
Neutral- 32
Favorable 49

@
(n=47 )

SOCIÀL
LMC

o/

9
26
65

@
( n=53 )

CLASS
MC

o/
/o

9
26
65

@
(n=199)

UC
o/
/o

5
28
67

M
(n=116)

chi -square= 1 6. 5 df 12 significance 17 gamma=.09
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SECURITY GUÀRD

TABLE 45

ÀCQUÀTNTANCE BY SOCTAL CLASS

PPÀCQNT
No
Yes

LC
o/
/o

82
18

@
( n=45 )

SOCI ÀL
LMC

o/
/o

69
31

M
( n=55 )

CLÀSS
MC

o//o
79
21

UC
o/
/o

76
24

1 00%
(n=205 )

@
(n=118)

chi-sguare=3.39 df signi f icance .34 .002

46

MrscoNDUcT BY PPACQNT

ÀcQUÀTNTANCE
YES

o/

12
88

1 00%
(n=103)

PPMI SC3
Yes
No

TÀBLE

KNOWLEDGE OF SECURTTY GUÀRD

SECURITY GUÀRD
NO

o/
/o

5
95

@
( n=364 )

chi-sguare=5.57 df @ .018 gamma=-.4

PPMI SC3
Yes
No

NO
o/
/o

6
94

@
(n=422)

TABLE 47

KNOWLEDGE OF SECURTTY GUÀRD MISCONDUCT BY PPFRND

SECURITY GUARD FRIEND
YES

o/
/o

13
87

@
(n=47 )

chi-sguare=2.74 d 1 signi 1 Canc e gamma=-.409
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KNOWLEDGE OF

TÀBLE 48

POLICE MISCONDUCT BY POLICE FRIEND

POLICE FRIEND

MI SCON3
Yes
No

NO
o/

12
88

M
(n=347)

YES
o/
/o

23
77

@
(n='1 19)

chi-square=6.58 df@ gamma=-.35

TÀBLE 49

KNOWLEDGE OF POLICE MISCONDUCT BY POLICE ÀCQUÀINTÀNCE

POLTCE ÀCQUÀrNTÀNCE
NO

o/

10
90

1 00%
(n=226)

MI SCON3
Yes
No

YES
o/
/o

20
80

@
( n=239 )

chi-square=7.45 d@ .006 gamma=-.37

PPMI SC3
Yes
No

TÀBLE 50

KNOWLEÐGE OF SECURITY GUÀRD MISCONDUCT BY PPINFO

ASKED SECURTTY GUÀRD FOR INFORMÀTION
YES NO%%
124
88 96

@w(n=115) (n=3S¿)

chi-square=8.1 1 gamma=. 5
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ATP
Un favorable
Neut ra 1
Favorable

ÀTP BY

YES
o/
/o

9
25
66

1 00%
( n=344 )

TÀBLE 51

ASKED POLICE FOR

ÀSKED POLICE FOR

I NFORMÀTI ON

INFORMATI ON
NO

o/

10
31
59

@
(n='1 18)

chi-sguare=2.76 df 4 signifièãnce 60 gamma=-.07

TÀBLE 52

ÀTP BY VICTIM SERVICE RATING

ÀTP
Un favorable
Neut ra1
Favorable

VÏCTIM SERVICE RÀTING
ÀVERAGE

o,/
/o

3
62
35

I OOy"
( n=34 )

BELOW AVG
o/
/o

34
33
33

w"
(n=24)

GOOD
o/
/o

6
11
B3

w"
(n=1 22)

chi-sguare=67.72 df significance .0000 gamma.63

TÀBLE 53

DIFFERENTIAL GROUP TREÀTMENT BY ÀGE

DGT2
Yes
Sometimes 31
No 10

51
12

100% 100%
(n=58) (n=103)

19-28 29-38
o/ o//o /o

59 37

ÀGE
39-48 49-58 s9-68

o/ o/ of/o /o /o
3s 37 35
51 51 36
14 12 29

69-78 >79
o//o

13
67
20

o/
/o

75
0

25

@@
(n=79) (n=52)

100% 100%
(n=15) (n=04)

1 00%
( n=45 )
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TÀBLE 54

DIFFERENTIÀL GROUP TREÀTMENT-B BY ÀGE

DGT
Very
Serious
Pret ty
Serious
Not Very
Serious
Does Not
Occur

1 9-28
o/

15

30

40

15

@
(n=33)

29-38
o/

5

26

57

12

@
(n=7 4)

ÀGE
39-48 49-58

o/ o//o /o

64
16 9

71 70

7 17

@@
(n=70) (n=46)

59-68 69-78 >79
o/ o/ o//o /o /o

5025
16 0 25

60 69 s0

19 31 0

W" @ 1oo%
(n=37) (n=13) (n=04)

chi-square= .85 df 18 significance.05 gamma=

TABLE 55

DIFFERENTIÀL GROUP TREÀTMENT-B BY SEX

sEx
MÀLE

DGT %
Very Serious 6
Pretty Serious 14
Not Very Serious 66
Does Not Occur 14

I OOy"
( n=204 )

FEMÀLE
o/
/o

9
29
48
14

w
(n=77 )

chi-square=10.06 df 3 significance .0@
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TABLE 56

EXPERIENCED POLICE MISCONDUCT BY DGT

DIFFERENTIÀL GROUP TREÀTMENT-B

MÏ SCON
Yes
No

VERY
SERI OUS

o/

39
61

t ooz
(n='18)

PRETTY
SERIOUS

o//ô
41
59

1 00%
(n=51 )

NOT VERY
SERI OUS

o/
/o

16
84

@
(n=170)

DOES NOT
OCCUR

o/
,/o

10
90

M
( n=39 )

chi-sguare=21.21 df 3 signffi gamma=. 4 9

TÀBLE 57

EXPERIENCED SECURITY GUÀRD MTSCONDUCT BY PPMISC3

PPMI SC
Yes
No

KNOWLEDGE OF SECURTTY GUARD
YES

o/
/o

48
52

M
(n=29)

MI SCONDUCT
NO

o/
/o

3
97

100%
(n=437)

chi-sguare=90.01 df '1 sigñi fìcance 0000 gamma=.93

EXPERIENCED

TABLE 58

POLICE MISCONDUCT BY MISCON3

MI SCON
Yes
No

NO
o//o

12
88

@
(n=392)

KNOWLEDGE OF
YES

o/
/o

51
49

t ooi¿
( n=69 )

POLICE MISCONDUCT

chi-square=60.30 df s 19n f icance . 00 gamma=. 78
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TABLE 59

POLICE SERVICE BY KNOWLEDGE OF POLTCE MISCONDUCT

KNOWLEDGE OF POLICE MTSCONDUCT

PSERV
BeIow Avg
Average
Good

YES
o/
/o

25
26
49

t ooru
( n=53 )

NO
o/
/o

I
16
76

I OO-Z
(n=292)

chi-square=31 .77 df 4 signif icance :0@

TÀBLE 60

EXPERIENCED SECURITY GUARD MISCONDUCT BY DGT2

PPMT SC
Yes
No

YES
o/
/o

11
89

îW
(n=137)

DIFFERENTIÀL GROUP
SOMETIMES

%

6
94

1 00%
(n=165)

TREATMENT
NO

o/
/o

4
96

1 00%
( n=52 )

chi-square=3.78 df 2 significanCJ- 1 S gamma=. 34

TABLE 61

SECURITY GUARD SERVTCE RATING BY DGT2

PPSERV
Below Àvg
Average
Good

YES
o/
/o

16
32
52

DIFFERENTIÀL GROUP TREÀTMENT
SOMETIMES

o/
/o
9

16
75

1 00%
( n=44 )

NO
o/
/o

0
0

100

1 00%
(n=11)

1 00%
( n=38 )

chi-square=10.44 df 4 significance .0337 gãmmã=.56-



D. Huriey
Rm. 310, Isbister Bldg.
183 Dafoe Road
Uníversity of Manitoba
R3T ZNZ

Januanv Zsth' 1985

Dear Householder:

RE: POLICE AGENCY SURVEY

A researcher at the University of Manitoba is studying what the people of
Winnipeg thínk about different police agencies in their city. Your co-operation
wíth thís study will help us determine whether or not these agencies need
improving. Any person in your household may answer this questionnaire providing
they are over 18 years of age and have lived in Winnípeg for over one year.

Your household was chosen from a scíentifíc sample of ail Winnipeg households.
The information you give us is put together with information from many
Winnipeggers. You and your answers are never identified. We are interestecl
only in an overview and as such, will not be reporting any indivídual's specific
answers.

Since it ís very ímportant to the study to get a complete response, a follow-up
letter wíll be sent to non-respondents. Recipients wishíng no further contact can
avoid this follow-up by símply mailing back the blank questionnaire.

If you wish to have more ínformation, please feel free to contact me at

Yours síncerely,

D. Hurley
Príncipal Investigator



INSTRUCTIONS

This is a questionnaire designed to f ind out r^¡hat the people of ,I.Iinnipeg
think about police agencies in their city. Except for a few open-ended
questions ç¡here you are encouraged to provide some detail, most of the
quesËions present categories to you. From these categories you are
requested to CTRCLE the number whÍch best represents the way you feel.
There are no right or wrong ansúrers, rf:you have any commenÈs to make
regardíng any question, please feel free Èo do so.

l. a) Are you over 18 years of age?

Yes............1
No...........-.2

b) Are you a resident of Winnipeg?

Yes............ 1

No............. Z

c) How long have you lived in Winnipeg?
(TIME FROM LAST ARRIVAL)

NOW rD LrKE TO ASK yOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE
CITY OF WINNIPEG POLICE DEPAR.TMENT

Z. How favourable or unfavourable do you feel toward th;
Winnipeg Police? If you feel very favourable, you would say
5. If you feel very unfavourable, you would say 1. If you are
neither very favourable or unfavourable, you would. put yourself
somewhere from Z to 4; for example, 3, means you are just as
favourable as you are unfavourable.

V"ry
Unfavourable

723

a) Overall, do you think
good, average, below

v.ry
Favourable

45

the Winnipeg Police do an excellent,
average or poor job?

3.

ExceIIent................ 5 ì
Good......................4 ltco To 4)
Average................. 3 J
Below Average....... Z (ANSWER b)
Poor........ I (ANSWER b)

b) Why do you think the Winnipeg police d.o a
below average or poor job?

PLEASE DO NOT
WRITE IN THIS
SPACE. CODING
COLUMN ONLY.

c:l1 _

c:lZ _

c:13,14

c:1 5

c:1ó

c:17,18



4. Now I would like you to indicate whether you agree or disagree
with the following items.

a) A lot of criminals go to prison because the police are doing
their job correctly.

Strongly
Agree

54321

b) Police often use extreme measures to get confessions.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree

12345

c) Sometimes police frisk and search without good reasons.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

12345

d) Police are careful not to arrest innocent persons.

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

54321

e) Police frequently use more lor." than they need to
when carrying out their duties.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Disagree

12345

5. a) Do you have a close friend or relative who is a
policeman?

Yes.........2
No..........1

b) Do you know a policeman well enough to call him by
his name if you saw hím on the street?

Yes........2
No..........1

c:19

c:20

c:,27

czZZ

c?23

c.z4

ciz5



6. a)

7. a)

Have you ever requested information and/or
assistance from the tlt/innipeg poiice?

Yes...........1 (ANSWER b)
No.............2 (cO TO 7)

b) How would you rate the serwice you
received from the Wínnipeg police?

ExceÌIent................ 5
Good.....................-4
.{verage..................3
Below Average........2
Poor....................... 1

Have you ever been a victim of crime?

c:26

cz27

c2z9r30

c:31

c:32

c:33

Yes............ 1 (ANSWER b)
No.............2 (co To 8)

b) What was the crime? (MOST RECENT)

c) 
ffJ:Jlåii?lli:i.".:iï:ï""ffÍ or did thev ri

Yes............ 1 (ANSWER d)
No............. z (cO TO S)
Don't Know.B (GO TO S)

d) How would you rate the service you received
from the Winnipeg police?

Excel]ent................ 5
Good...................... 4
4verage..................3
Below Average........Z

8. a) ,.*,.-ro, ever seen " ;ï";;.; ;;. ;;;1.", o"
something considered improper or illegal?

Yes............1 (ANSWER b)
No............. Z (co TO 9)

b) Describe incídent(s):

c:34r35



9. a) Has anyone you know personally ever seen a ït/innipeg
Police officer do something considered improper or
illegal?

Yes.............1 (ANSWER b)
No..............2 (cO TO 10)

b) Describe incident(s):

i0. a) Have you ever been contacted by Winnipeg police as a
suspect in a crime?

Yes.............1
No.............. 2

b) Have you ever been a¡rested by Winnipeg police?

Yes.............1 (ANSWER c)
No.............. Z (cO TO rr)

c) What was the crime? (MOST RECENT)

11. Would you say unfair treatment of the poor by the Winnipeg
Police is a very serious problem, pretty serious, not very
serious, or does not occur?

Very serrious.................... 1

Pretty serious..... ............ Z
Not very serious..............3
Does not occur................4
Don't know......................8

NOW fD LIKE TO ASK yOU SOME QUESTONS ABOUT
SECURITY GUARDS IN WINNIPEG. A SECURTTY GUARD
CAN BE CONSIDERED A PERSON WHO, FOR HIRE, GUARDS
OR PATROLS FOR THE PURPOSE OF' PROTECTING PER
OR PROPERTY.

c:36

c:37,38

c:39

c:40

c:4\,42

.c:43

12,. How favourable
security guards

v.ry
Unfavourable
1Z

or unfavourable do you feel toward
in Winnipeg?

v"ry
Favourable

45



i3. a) Overall, do you thínk security guards in Winnipeg
do an excellent, good, average, below average, or
poor job?

14. Now I would like you to indicate whether you agree or
disagree with the following items.

a) A lot of crime is prevented because security guards
are doing their job correctly.

Excellent. ........5r
Good........ .......41(co ro t¿)
Average... .......3J
Below Average... ¿ (ANSWER b)
poor........ ........1 (ANSWER b)
Don't Know.....................8

b) Why do you think these security guards do
a below average or poor job?

Strongly
Disagree
z1

Strongly
Agree

54

b) Security guards often abuse their authority.

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

c) Sometimes security guards frisk and search without
good reasons.

Strongly
- Disagree

345

Strongly
Disagree

45

Strongly
Disagree

z7

d) Security guards are careful not to arrest innocent
persons.

Strongly
Agree

54

ct45

c:46, 47

c:48

c:49

c:50

c:51



e) Security guards frequently use more force than
they need to when carryíng out their <iuties.

Strongly
Aqree

Strongly
Disaqree

15 d Do you have a close friend or relative who is a
security guard?

Yes.......... ........2
No................... 1

b) Do you knorv a security guard well enough to
call him by his name if you saw him on the street?

Yes.......... .....,..2
No................... 1

16 a) Have you ever requested information and./or
assistance from a security guard in Winnipeg?

Yes.................1 (ANSWER b)
No.................. Z (cO TO r?)

b) How would you rate the service you
received from him/her?

Excellent.....................5
Good...........................4
4verage.s..................... 3
Below Average... ..........2
Poor............................ i

17 a) Have you ever seen a security guard in WÍnnipeg do
something considered improper or illegal?

Yes..........'........ 1 (ANSWER b)
No........... z (cO TO t8)

b) Describe incident:

18 a) Has anyone you know personally ever seen a
security guard in Winnipeg do something considered
improper or illegal?

Yes.......... i (ANSWER b)
No........... Z (cO TO 19)

b) Describe incident:

c:52

c:53

c:54

c:55

c:5ó

cz57

c:58, 59

c:60

c:61



19. a) Have you ever been contacted by a security guard
Winnipeg as a suspect in a crime?

Yes.............1
No..............2

b) Have you ever been a¡rested by a security guard
Winnipeg?

Yes............1 (ANSWER c)
No.............2 (cO TO Z0)

c) What was the crime? (UOST RECENT')

20. If a person is an Indian, do you think this usually makes a
difference in how he/she is treated by security guards in
Winnipeg?

Yes..........-..1
Sometimes....2
No...............3
Don't Know...8

NOW rD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME BACKGROUND Q
SO THAT WE CAN GET AN O\TERVIEW OF AT-T. THE PERSONS
WHO HA\IE TAKEN PART IN THE SUR\IEY.

27. Your sex

MaIe...........1
Female.-.......2

ZZ. The year in which you were born

?-3. Your race

Native Indian............... I
Metis...........................2
Inuit............................3
BIack/Negroid..............4
Oriental....................... 5
White/Caucasian...........6
Other .........7
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25.

What Ís the highest level of education that you have
completed?

No schooling............ ...................i
Elementary - incomplete............ ................2
Elementary - complete ...............3
Junior High - incomplete .............4
Junior High - complete.. ..............5
High School - incomplete......... ...................6
High School - complete.......... ....................J
Post - High School Training - íncomplete......................8
Post-High School Traíning - complete ..........9
Some University .........J0
Bachelor's Degree..... ................. 11
Master's Degree..... .....12
Professional degree/Doctorate ...................13

a) What is/was your job..your occupation?

b) What does/did this job ínvolve? (DESCRIEE)

What kind of place do/did you work for?

Industry

26. a) Have you ever belonged to a Union?

Yes.......;. .........2
No................... 1

b) Has anyone in this household ever belonged to
a Union?

Yes.......... .......2
No.................. I
Don't Know.....8

IN CLOSING, IS THERE ANYTHING YOU TVOULD LTKE TO
SAY OR ADD?

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO DO THIS
QUESTiONNATRE.

c)

c:71,72

c:73,74
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